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Abstract 
 

A suite of experimental nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy tools were 
developed to investigate lipid structure and dynamics in model membrane systems. By 
utilizing both multinuclear and multidimensional NMR experiments a range of different 
intra- and inter-molecular contacts were probed within the membranes. Examples on pure 
single component lipid membranes and on the canonical raft forming mixture of 
DOPC/SM/Chol are presented. A unique gel phase pretransition in SM was also 
identified and characterized using these NMR techniques. In addition molecular 
dynamics into the hydrogen bonding network unique to sphingomyelin containing 
membranes were evaluated as a function of temperature, and are discussed. 
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Definitions 
 
1D – one dimensional  

2D – two dimensional 

Chol  - cholesterol 

CPMAS – cross polarization magic angle spinning 

CSA - chemical shift anisotropy 

DMPC – 1,2- dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

DOPC - 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

DPPC - 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

DSC - differential scanning calorimetry 

FSLG – frequency switched Lee-Goldburg  

FWHM - full width at half maximum 

HETCOR – heteronuclear correlation 

HOESY – heteronuclear NOE spectroscopy  

INEPT - insensitive nuclear enhancement polarization transfer 

Lα – liquid crystalline phase 

Lβ - gel phase 

ld – liquid disordered 

lo – liquid ordered 

NMR – Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

MAS NMR - magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance 

MD – molecular dynamics 

NOE – nuclear Overhauser effect 

NOESY – NOE spectroscopy 

PC – phosphatidylcholine 

PFG – pulsed field gradient 

RDF – Radial Distribution Function 

RFDR – radio frequency dipolar recoupling 

SM  - sphingomyelin 

so – solid ordered phase  

T2 – spin-spin relaxation time 

Tm – phase transition temperature 
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Chapter 1 
 

Tool for Characterizing Biomembranes:  
Final LDRD Report  

 

Executive Summary 

 The simplistic picture proposed in the Singer-Nicholson “Fluid Mosaic Model” in 

which membrane proteins are imbedded and diffuse freely in a fluid lipid bilayer is both 

simplistic and naïve. Instead it is now argued that biomembranes are composed of 

domains that are heterogeneous in both their physical and biochemical properties. 

These micro-domains or “membrane rafts” are complex and are argued to play a pivotal 

role in the bioactivity of membranes, including transport, cell signaling, cell fusion and 

toxin interactions. In this LDRD novel NMR experiments for experimentally measuring 

the size and chemical composition of membrane rafts were developed. In addition, NMR 

experiments that allow specific molecular contacts to be probe on the atomic levels are 

presented. By utilizing multi-frequency and multi-dimensional NMR techniques in 

combination with multi-pulse sequences, a range of different interactions and dynamics 

within the biomembranes were realized. Finally molecular dynamics simulations that 

investigate the role of unique hydrogen bond motifs within the sphingomyelin lipid bilayer 

are presented. 

  

1.1 Lipid Domains and Raft Formation 

The viewpoint that cellular membranes exist in a continuous fluid mosaic model 

[1] has evolved considerably in the last three and a half decades, and continues to 

rapidly change with the development of improved tools for characterizing membrane 

systems. It is now generally accepted that membranes can form heterogeneous domains 

with unique biochemical compositions.  Of particular interest are domains composed of 

sphingolipids and cholesterol and are called “membrane rafts” or “lipid rafts” [2-4]. The 

formation and detection of lipid rafts in biomembranes has attracted much attention in 

recent years due to their potential role in cell signaling, signal transduction, cholesterol 

shuttling and protein sorting [5-11]. Lipid rafts are thought to be involved in the trafficking 

and formation of proteins associated with prion and Alzheimer’s diseases [12, 13], and 

as potential sites for toxin interactions and entryways for pathogens [14, 15]. For 
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example, it has become widely accepted that lipid rafts play a key role in how HIV-1 

fuses to cell membranes [16-18]. A schematic of the various biological mechanism that 

have been associated with lipid rafts is shown in Figure 1.1. Although their biological 

relevance and importance is apparent, the way in which lipid rafts self assemble and 

organize on a molecular to nanometer scale is still far from understood. 

Recent studies strongly suggest that the presence of cholesterol can cause lipids 

with high liquid crystalline (Lα) phase transition temperatures (Tm), to form liquid ordered 

(lo) phases in biological membranes [10, 19]. The lo phase differs from the Lα liquid 

crystalline phase in that it exhibits a higher degree of acyl chain order [20].  It has been 

shown in a number of model ternary systems that these lo phases, rich in cholesterol and 

high Tm saturated chain lipids, will phase separate in the presence of low Tm unsaturated 

lipids [21-28]. Lipid rafts are lo domains rich in saturated lipids and cholesterol floating in 

a sea of liquid disordered (ld) phospholipids that are cholesterol-poor. The first evidence 

for the existence of lipid rafts was the detection of detergent resistant membranes that 

were insoluble in Triton X-100 [19]. These insoluble phases were composed primarily of 

sphingolipids and cholesterol. The raft phase is believed to be in a lo state while the 

more fluid phase has a high content of unsaturated phospholipids and exists in the ld 

state. Figure 1.2 shows a representation of these different phases used in describing 

the lipid raft model. While domains have been readily observed in model lipid systems, in 

cells lipid domains have been elusive [29]. Presently, it is not clear what the lipid 

organization exists within cells. There are a variety of conflicting hypotheses. 

Understanding how domains form based on the molecular interactions will help resolve 

many aspects of domain formation and its biological significance. 

  Sphingomyelin (SM) is one of the primary saturated lipids that comprise 

mammalian cells [30, 31] and has been indicated in the formation of lo domains or rafts 

in cellular membranes [6, 10, 19, 32]. Until recently much more attention has been given 

to the role of glycerolipids within biomembranes, but the discovery of membrane rafts 

and the role of SM in these domains have brought new interest in studying the nature of 

SM bilayers [5, 21, 29]. Convincing evidence exists that cholesterol prefers to pack with 

saturated lipids over unsaturated lipids and further, that cholesterol favors sphingolipids 

over glycerophospholipids [33]. Although surmounting evidence supports the existence 

of cholesterol rich lo domains of SM in cellular and model membranes systems, the 

specific molecular contacts that mediate this sphingolipid-cholesterol interaction are still 

far from understood.   
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Although there have been various lipid raft systems studied, the two most common 

models appear to be the 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine/Cholesterol (DOPC/DPPC/Chol) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-

3-phosphocholine/Sphingomyelin/Cholesterol (DOPC/SM/Chol) systems.  Raft formation 

has been observed experimentally in both of these model membrane systems with 

various techniques, including fluorescence microscopy [21-24, 26, 34], 2H NMR [24], 

pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR [35], electron spin resonance (ESR) [36], atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) [28, 33], X-ray diffraction (XRD) [37], and neutron scattering [27]. 

Phase diagrams have been constructed for both DPPC [22] and SM [23, 25] ternary 

systems containing DOPC and Chol.  Some of these phase diagrams have led to a 

thermodynamic model involving condensed complexes [38]. In these systems DPPC or 

SM forms the raft phase by incorporating Chol that preferentially packs with the 

saturated chains, while the unsaturated chains of DOPC comprise the “disordered sea” 

in which the lipid rafts are dispersed. The phase diagram for the canonical raft forming 

DOPC/SM/Chol system is shown in Figure 1.3. 

The primary goal of this LDRD was to developed spectroscopic tools that allow 

these specific molecular contacts within raft systems to be probed. In particular the use 

of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to look for specific molecular 

contacts and at the local structure and molecular dynamics of the DOPC/SM/Chol raft 

forming membrane mixture. 

 

1.1 Development of NMR Tools 

In the individual chapters of this LDRD final SAND report we describe the 

progress made in the development of new NMR spectroscopy techniques to probe raft 

forming membrane systems, and some of the insights gained into specific SM containing 

model membranes. 

In Chapter 2, two-dimensional (2D) 1H-13C insensitive nuclear enhancement 

polarization transfer (INEPT) magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments utilizing a 
1H-1H magnetization exchange mixing period are presented for characterization of lipid 

systems. The introduction of the exchange period allows for structural information to be 

obtained via 1H-1H dipolar couplings but with 13C chemical shift resolution. It is shown 

that utilizing a radio frequency dipolar recoupling (RFDR) pulse sequence with short 

mixing times in place of the more standard nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) cross-
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relaxation for magnetization exchange during the mixing period allowed for the 

identification and separation of close 1H-1H dipolar contacts versus longer-range inter-

molecular 1H-1H dipolar cross-relaxation. These 2D INEPT MAS NMR experiments were 

used to address different both intra- and inter-molecular contacts in lipid and 

lipid/cholesterol mixtures. 

In Chapter 3, 13C cross polarization magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) and 1H 

MAS NMR spectra were collected on egg sphingomyelin (SM) bilayers containing 

cholesterol above and below the liquid crystalline phase transition temperature (Tm).  

Two-dimensional dipolar heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) spectra were obtained on 

SM bilayers in the liquid crystalline (Lα) state for the first time and display improved 

resolution and chemical shift dispersion compared to the individual 1H and 13C spectra 

and significantly aid in spectral assignment.  In the gel (Lβ) state, the 
1H dimension 

suffers from line broadening due to the 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar coupling that is not 

completely averaged by the combination of lipid mobility and MAS.  This line broadening 

is significantly suppressed by implementing frequency switched Lee-Goldburg (FSLG) 

homonuclear 1H decoupling during the evolution period. In the liquid crystalline (Lα) 

phase, no improvement in line width is observed when FSLG is employed.  All of the 

observed resonances are assignable to cholesterol and SM environments. This study 

demonstrates the ability to obtain 2D heteronuclear correlation experiments in the gel 

state for biomembranes, expands on previous SM assignments, and presents a 

comprehensive 1H/13C NMR assignment of SM bilayers containing cholesterol.  

Comparisons are made to a previous report on cholesterol chemical shifts in 

dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers.  A number of similarities and some 

differences are observed and discussed.   

 In Chapter 4, a model membrane system composed of egg sphingomyelin (SM), 

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), and cholesterol was studied with 

static MAS 31P NMR spectroscopy.  This model membrane system is of significant 

biological relevance since it is known to form lipid rafts.  31P NMR under MAS conditions 

resolves the SM and DOPC headgroup resonances allowing for extraction of the 31P 

NMR parameters for the individual lipid components.  The isotropic chemical shift, 

chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), and asymmetry parameter can be extracted from the 

spinning side band manifold of the individual components that form liquid ordered and 

liquid disordered domains.  The magnitude of the 31P CSA and the line width is used to 

determine headgroup mobility and monitor the gel to gel and gel to liquid crystalline 
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phase transitions of SM as a function of temperature in these mixtures.  Spin-spin (T2) 

relaxation measurements are in agreement with the line width results reflecting mobility 

differences and some membrane heterogeneity. It will be shown that the presence of 

DOPC and/or cholesterol greatly impacts the headgroup mobility of SM both above and 

below the liquid crystalline phase transition temperature (Tm), while DOPC displays only 

minor variations in these lipid mixtures.   

 In Chapter 5, this SM gel phase pretransition was further investigated. The 

impact of low cholesterol concentrations on an egg sphingomyelin bilayer is investigated 

using 31P MAS NMR spectroscopy. The magnitude of the isotropic 31P MAS NMR line 

width is used to monitor the main gel to liquid crystalline phase transition, along with a 

unique gel phase pretransition. In addition, the 31P CSA and spin-spin relaxation times 

(T2), along with the effects of spinning speed, proton decoupling and magnetic field 

strength, are reported. The variation of this unique gel phase thermal pretransition with 

the inclusion of 5 through 21 mol% cholesterol are presented and discussed. 

 In Chapter 6, 2D 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR is used to investigate the 

correlation of the lipid headgroup with various intra- and intermolecular proton 

environments.  CPMAS NMR techniques involving 31P have not been previously pursued 

to a great extent in lipid bilayers due to the long 1H-31P distances and high degree of 

headgroup mobility that averages the dipolar coupling in the liquid crystalline phase.  

The results presented herein show that this approach is very promising and yields 

information not readily available with other experimental methods.  Of particular interest 

is the detection of a unique lipid backbone-water intermolecular interaction in egg SM 

that is not observed in lipids with glycerol backbones like phosphatidylcholines (PC).  

This backbone-water interaction in SM is probed when a mixing period allowing 

magnetization exchange between different 1H environments via the NOE is included in 

the NMR pulse sequence.  The molecular information provided by these 1H/31P dipolar 

HETCOR experiments with NOE mixing differ from those previously obtained by 

conventional NOE spectroscopy (NOESY) and heteronuclear NOE (HOESY) NMR 

experiments. In addition, 2D 1H/13C INEPT HETCOR MAS NMR experiments with NOE 

mixing support the 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR results and confirm that a H2O environment 

with non-vanishing dipolar interactions with the SM backbone is present.  This unique 

lipid backbone-water interaction is attributed to intermolecular hydrogen-bonding motifs 

that are formed between the sphingosine backbone of SM and water. 
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In Chapter 7, molecular dynamic (MD) simulations of SM bilayers as a function 

of temperature are presented. Of particular interest will be the development of the SM 

force fields and the use of these simulations to characterize the hydrogen bonding 

present in this lipid system, including insight into the role of water hydrogen bonding 

networks at the sphinospine backbone.  
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Figure 1.1 Biological significance and impact of membrane rafts. 
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Figure 1.2 Representation of the different phases with membrane rafts. These domains 
lead to the current Mosaic of Lipid Domain model to describe biomembranes. 
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Figure 1.3 The phase diagram for SM/DOPC/Chol mixtures.
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Chapter 2 

1
H-

13
C INEPT MAS NMR Correlation Experiments 

With 
1
H-

1
H Mediated Magnetization Exchange to 

Probe Organization in Lipid Biomembranes 
 

 
2.1. MAS NMR in Biomembranes 

Magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR continues to be an important and versatile tool 

for the investigation of lipids and biological membranes. Investigations using 1H, 13C, 31P 

and 14N MAS NMR on a variety of different lipid and membrane systems has been 

reported [39-46]. Due to the high sensitivity 1H was one of the first nuclei pursued using 

modern MAS NMR techniques [47, 48]. It has been found that the rapid axial rotation, 

fast lateral diffusion and trans-gauche isomerizations of the lipids in the liquid crystalline 

(Lα) phase significantly averages the 
1H-1H dipolar coupling transforming the interaction 

from homogeneous to inhomogeneous such that modest spinning speeds can produce 

well resolved 1H MAS spectra [48-50]. These observations prompted a series of two-

dimensional (2D) 1H NOESY MAS NMR experiments that allowed molecular contacts 

between different lipid regions, as well as between lipids and other constituents within 

the membrane to be determined [51-56]. The observation of contacts between the 

methyl protons in lipid headgroup and the protons of the terminal methyl in the alkyl 

chain lead to extensive discussion into the relative impact of spin diffusion and 

intermolecular dipolar interactions resulting from lipid disorder on the observed cross-

relaxation in 1H NOESY MAS NMR experiments [51, 52, 55, 57, 58]. More recently, the 

selectivity and sensitivity of 1H MAS NMR has been improved by use of pulsed field 

gradients (PFG) [40].  The use of gradients and 1H MAS NMR has also allowed the 

measurement of diffusion rates in lipid and biomembranes systems [59-61], while 1H 

saturation transfer experiments probing specific lipid-protein interactions have been 

recently reported [62]. A common limitation or difficulty encountered in many of these 1H 

MAS NMR studies is the severe spectral overlap between different lipids and sterol 

constituents in complex membrane systems. 

 To improve the spectral resolution 2D 1H-13C MAS NMR correlation experiments 

have also been developed for lipid systems, including 1H-presaturation cross polarization 
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(CP) transfer experiments and CP based heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) 

experiments [45, 46, 63-65]. The effectiveness and variation of the CP transfer was used 

to estimate 13C-1H, 31P-1H, and 31P-13C dipolar couplings as a basis for structural input. 

2D 1H-13C dipolar recoupling experiments have also been developed to directly measure 

CH dipolar order parameters [66, 67], or inter-proton dipolar pair order parameters [68]. 

For lipid systems higher MAS frequencies can effectively reduce residual 1H-1H dipolar 

interactions such that J-coupling polarization transfer experiments become feasible. It 

has been shown that the 1H-13C INEPT (Insensitive Nuclei Enhancement by Polarization 

Transfer) experiment under MAS is well suited for lipid systems in the Lα phase [44]. The 

INEPT experiment has the advantage that the 1H-13C polarization transfer occurs directly 

through the CH bond via J-coupling such that non-bonding correlations are not 

observed, and is independent of the CH bond orientation. The efficiency of the 1H-13C 

INEPT transfer has also been shown to be sensitive to the motional dynamics of the 

different 1H environments, and can be used as a probe of different lipid phases [50]. The 

INEPT experiment is easily incorporated into 2D 1H-13C HETCOR experiments and has 

been reported for uniformly labeled lipid dispersions [69] and lipid-cholesterol mixtures 

[45, 70, 71]. 2D gradient enhanced 1H-13C HSQC (Heteronuclear Single Quantum 

Coherence) MAS NMR experiments have also been reported for 

dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC)/Cholesterol mixtures allowing for the complete 

assignment of cholesterol in the lipid Lα phase [70, 71]. 

 In this chapter we extend these 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation 

experiments by introducing a mixing period for 1H spin exchange to probe intra- and 

inter-molecular 1H-1H contacts within model lipid systems. This type of experiment was 

originally demonstrated by Alonoso and Massiot for mesostructured materials at very 

high spinning speeds [72]. Two different schemes for 1H-1H dipolar magnetization 

exchange where investigated. The first scheme used a mixing period with no 1H 

irradiation during the mixing period corresponding to standard incoherent dipolar NOESY 

cross-relaxation, and a second scheme used a radiofrequency dipolar recoupling 

(RFDR) pulse sequence during the mixing period to coherently drive the 1H-1H 

magnetization exchange. Examples of the 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS correlation experiment 

on pure DMPC and DMPC/Cholesterol mixture are presented and discussed.  
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2.2 INEPT MAS Experimental Details 

Unlabelled 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), [1,2-2H54]-

dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC-d54) and unlabelled cholesterol (CHOL) 

were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Multilamellar vesicles (MLV) 

were prepared by dissolving a 1:1 mol% mixture of lipid and cholesterol in 

chloroform/methanol (3:1 v/v). Samples were then dried overnight under vacuum, and 

suspended in de-ionized water to produce a 28 wt% DMPC concentration. This mixture 

was then freeze-thawed-centrifuged 5 times. The lipid samples were transferred to 4 mm 

zirconia MAS rotors and sealed with kel-F inserts and caps. No dehydration effects were 

observed. The typical volume of MLV sample for NMR analysis was 50-100 µL 

corresponding to 25-50 mg of phospholipid.  The samples were stored in a -20 ºC 

freezer when NMR experiments were not being performed.    

 All NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance 600 

spectrometer at an observe frequency of 600.14 and 150.92 MHz for 1H and 13C 

respectively. The 1D 1H MAS NMR spectra were obtained using 8K points with a 30 kHz 

spectral width. The 1D 13C CPMAS and 1H-13C INEPT spectra were obtained using 4K 

points with a 42 kHz spectral width. All 13C and 1H chemical shifts were referenced to the 

C-14 (δ = +14.0 ppm) and H-14 (δ = +0.9 ppm) resonances of DMPC [73]. The 

experiments utilized a 4 mm broadband MAS NMR probe with sample temperatures 

maintained at ± 0.2 K through the regulation of the bearing N2 temperature. Heating 

effects due to frictional heating during sample spinning and due to rf irradiation during 1H 

decoupling have previously been discussed [73]. These heating effects at moderate 

spinning speeds and high decoupling powers are not negligible, but can be 

compensated for appropriate choice of decoupling powers, spinning speed and “set” 

temperatures. In the present study actual sample temperatures were calibrated using the 
1H chemical shift difference (∆δ) between the H-14 and H2O  resonances as detailed by 

Dvinskikh and co-workers [73]. A 2K increase in the lipid sample temperature was 

observed for a 5 kHz spinning speed, while a 10 kHz spinning speed produced a 10K 

increase in sample temperature, versus non-spinning conditions. All temperatures 

reported in the text are the actual sample temperature determined by this calibration 

method.    

The 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation experiment [45] modified for 1H-1H 

mediated magnetization exchange is shown in Figure 2.1. The phase cycle for this 

modified sequence has previously been described [72]. Phase sensitive detection in t1 
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was obtained using the States method [74]. All inter-pulse delays (t1, τm, ∆1 and ∆2) were 

rotor synchronized. The delays ∆1 and ∆2 were optimized as detailed in the results 

section. For the 1H-13C correlation experiments presented in this paper, two different 

methods for 1H-1H magnetization exchange during the mixing time (τm) were 

investigated. In one set of experiments no additional 1H rf pulses were introduced during 

τm such that the observed 
1H-1H magnetization exchange occurs via NOE type dipolar 

relaxation analogous with the 1H NOESY MAS NMR experiments previously reported 

[51, 52, 55, 57, 58].  In the second set of experiments the 1H-1H magnetization exchange 

occur via scaled 1H-1H dipolar interactions reintroduced using the radio-frequency 

dipolar recoupling (RFDR) pulse sequence on the 1H channel during τm. This sequence 

consists of rotor-synchronized π pulses with the XY-8 phase cycle to reduce the impact 

of resonance offsets and pulse errors [75-77]. A 25 kHz TPPM 1H decoupling with a 15o 

phase shift was used during acquisition [78]. Typical acquisition parameters for the 1H-
13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation experiments were 256 scans, 2s recycle delay, 4k t2 

points using a 42 kHz spectral width, 64-128 t1 increments with a 15 kHz spectra width, 

with spinning speeds ranging from 5 kHz to 10 kHz.  

 

2.3 2D INEPT Results and Discussion 

 The 1H-13C INEPT polarization transfer sequence for lipid biomembranes has 

been demonstrated by a number of groups [44, 45, 50, 67, 69-71]. These examples 

have utilized the INEPT sequence for obtaining 1D 13C MAS NMR spectra, or have 

utilized the INEPT building block in more complicated pulse sequences. The 1H-13C 

INEPT MAS NMR spectra for the different DMPC and DMPC/CHOL mixtures in the 

present study are shown in Figure 2.2. The 13C NMR resonance assignments for DMPC 

and cholesterol were based on previous studies (correcting for differences in 

referencing) [45, 65, 70, 71, 73], the sign of the INEPT signal modulation, direct 

polarization 13C MAS NMR spectra and 1H-13C chemical shift correlations (see below). 

The assignment of DMPC is given in Figure 2.2a, with select cholesterol resonances 

being shown in Figures 2.2b and 2.2c. With the addition of 50% cholesterol, the DMPC 
13C NMR resonances were not observed to shift significantly (± 0.1 ppm) except for the 

C4-C11 resonance envelope which shifts downfield and narrows slightly (Figure 2.2b), 

consistent with previous investigations [48, 79]. The C1 carbonyl resonance has been 

reported to vary with cholesterol concentration, but that 13C NMR resonance (δ = 173.5 
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ppm) is not observed in the 1H-13C INEPT experiments since there is no one bond CH J-

coupling present for that resonance, as well as the C5 and C13 carbons of cholesterol. 

 Figure 2.2 also shows that there are differences in the relative intensities 

between different DMPC carbon environments in the 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR spectra 

that depend on the choice of the inter-pulse delays ∆1 and ∆2. For example, compare the 

C3 and C13 resonances of the alkyl chain, or the α and β headgroup resonances of 

DMPC in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. The majority of these intensity variations result from 

different JCH coupling values making the optimization of the INEPT delays resonance 

specific (see below). More striking is the reduction in the cholesterol resonance intensity 

in comparison to the phospholipid signal intensity for the 1H-13C INEPT spectra shown in 

Figure 2.2b. This intensity discrepancy is not simply due to differences in the magnitude 

of JCH couplings; the C18-CHOL and C14 DMPC methyl groups have almost identical 

JCH but reveal large differences in signal intensity (Figure 2.2b). Rather these intensity 

changes are a function of molecular motions and the degree of 1H-1H dipolar coupling 

averaging. The impact of this averaging can be seen in Figure 2.2c where the increased 

spinning speed (and slightly higher temperature) increases the observed intensity of the 

cholesterol resonances. It is known that saturated phosphatidylcholines (such as DMPC) 

and cholesterol form a liquid ordered (lo) phase at higher cholesterol concentrations [20, 

80]. The addition of cholesterol to DMPC has also been shown to increase the axial 

rotation rate for the phospholipid, while the rotation of the cholesterol remains 

significantly slower than that of the lipid [81].  Discussion about the INEPT MAS 

sequence performance and the impact of differential motional dynamics of lipids and 

lipid constituents in membrane systems has been limited, except for the recent work by 

Warschawski and Devaux [50] using INEPT/NOE ratios as a tool to probe different lipid 

domains. A brief discussion of the optimization of the INEPT sequence for membrane 

systems is therefore warranted. 

 

2.3.1 Optimization of the INEPT Sequence  

In solution the optimization of the INEPT sequence is realized by matching of the 

∆1 and ∆2 inter-pulse delays (Figure 2.1) to coherence evolution under specific values of 

the JCH coupling. These inter-pulse delays are typically on the order of 1-2 ms. However 

for rigid solids this can be significantly longer than the 1H transverse relaxation times 

( 2

HT ). For short 2

HT values, the optimal signal intensity observed using the INEPT 
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sequence may no longer correspond to the simple 1/JCH relationship. Recent 
1H-13C 

INEPT MAS NMR experiments in mesostructured materials demonstrate that the 

contributions from 2

HT  relaxation need to be directly considered [72]. Assuming that the 

1H relaxation ( 2

HT ) dominates relaxation effects from the 13C ( 2

CT ), the signal 

intensity 1 2( , )S ∆ ∆  during the 1H-13C INEPT experiment is given by [72, 82] 
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where the delays ∆1 and ∆2 are defined in Figure 2.1.  The optimal signal intensity is 

observed at ∆1 ~ 1/4JCH and ∆2 ~ 1/4JCH for CH, 1/8JCH for CH2 and ~0.098/JCH for CH3.  

The question arises are there situations in membrane systems where short 

2

HT make a significant impact on the performance of the 1H-13C INEPT sequence? 

Figure 2.3 shows the signal variation of the 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR sequence as a 

function of the inter-pulse delays ∆1 and ∆2 for select carbon resonances in DMPC at 

313K, νR = 10 kHz. The dashed and solid lines were obtained by fitting the experimental 

results to Eqn 2.1. The JCH values ranged from 110 to 150 Hz, with the 2

HT  values 

ranging from 15 to 100 ms, consistent with independent T2 values observed from rotor-

synchronized 1H Hahn echo experiments (data not shown). Similar INEPT response 

curves were observed for the cholesterol resonance, but at a significantly lower relative 

intensity (see additional discussion below). The long 2

HT  values means that the 

maximum of the signal intensity is not shifted considerably away from the simple 

theoretical predictions, yet there is a noticeable loss of signal intensity for the longer ∆ 

durations, in particular for ∆2 values >2 ms, as might be used in experiments to 

distinguish CH2 from CH or CH3 carbon environments. For the CH2 carbons this loss is 

on the order of 50% and can be related to the shorter 2

HT values observed for the 

methylene protons. This difficulty in 2

HT  related signal loss during long ∆ values was 
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noted in the reduced signal noise of methylene carbon resonances in previous studies of 

DMPC/Chol [71].  

These relatively long 2

HT  values and well behaved INEPT signal response agree 

with the small spinning sideband pattern observed in the 1H MAS NMR spectra of DMPC 

and DMPC/CHOL shown in Figure 2.4, which give a measure of the residual 1H-1H 

dipolar coupling present. In the 1H MAS NMR spectra of these lipid samples (Figure 

2.4a) the headgroup resonances of DMPC shows very small ±1 spinning sidebands 

(relative intensity ~2% of the central isotropic intensity), and almost no higher-order 

spinning sidebands. The large methylene proton resonance (δ = +1.3 ppm, H4-H13) 

showing both ±1 and ±2 spinning sidebands, but the +1 sideband constitutes only ~9% 

of the central intensity at νR = 7.5 kHz. Similar results are observed for lipid resonances 

in the DMPC/Chol mixture. This observation is consistent with previous studies that 

reveal that for DMPC in the Lα phase the molecular dynamics are significant, reducing 

the 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar coupling so that it becomes effectively inhomogeneous in 

nature [47, 48, 50]. With this motional averaging the 2

HT values become sufficiently long 

as to not greatly impact the optimization of the INEPT sequence. 

Figures 2.4b and 2.4d shows the 1H MAS NMR spectra of the DMPC-d54/Chol 

sample in which many of the cholesterol 1H resonances are now clearly visible. The 

cholesterol 1H resonances (specifically between δ = +0.5 and + 2.5 ppm) have a 

significantly larger spinning sideband manifold, with the intensity of the +1 sideband 

being ~14%, the +2 sideband 6%, and the +3 sideband 1%, of the central intensity, 

implying a larger residual 1H-1H dipolar coupling due to the reduced motion of this 

cholesterol within the membrane. The relative ratio of the spinning sidebands also 

decreases with increased spinning from I+1/I0 ~ 14 % at νR = 7.5 kHz to I+1/I0 ~ 3% at νR = 

12.5 kHz. Analysis of 1H-1H double quantum (DQ) MAS NMR sideband patterns have 

revealed residual 1H-1H dipolar couplings (under MAS) between 1 and 4 kHz in related 

lipid/Chol mixtures (Alam, personal communication, Rocky Mountain Conference 2005).   

The apparent proton T2 as measured from rotor-synchronized Hahn-echo experiments 

(data not shown) also increases with higher spinning speed suggesting that the INEPT 

performance should be spinning speed dependent.  This is confirmed in Figure 2.4e 

which shows the signal intensity for the 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR experiment for the 

C26/C27 methyl resonances (δ = +22.6 ppm) and the C6 methine (δ = +120.4 ppm) 

carbon resonances of cholesterol. The most important observation was the dramatic 
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increase in the overall signal intensity with increasing spinning speed, especially for the 

C6 resonance. For these experiments the set temperature was adjusted such that the 

true sample temperature was the same (308 K) for all the different spinning speeds 

investigated. For the methyl C26/C27 carbon resonance there was a small ~ 10% 

increase in the signal intensity by increasing the spinning speed from 5 kHz to 10 kHz. 

The 2

HT  values obtained from fitting Eqn 2.1 were ~ 50 ms. The rapid internal motion of 

the methyl group still produces significant averaging of the 1H-1H dipolar coupling that 

the spinning speed variation is minor. For the cholesterol C6 methine carbon 

environment increasing the spinning speed from 5 and 10 kHz produced an >25% 

increase in the overall signal intensity. The corresponding 2

HT values was found to be ~ 

10 ms. For the less mobile sterol component the efficiency of the INEPT sequence is 

dramatically reduced by the increased 1H-1H dipolar coupling, but a portion of this impact 

can be reduced by increases in the spinning rate. This is also consistent with the slower 

axial rotation observed for cholesterol in comparison to DMPC based on 2H NMR 

relaxation studies [81]. Unfortunately, ultra-high spinning speeds (> 20 kHz) readily 

applied to other materials are not applicable to membrane systems due to the 

segregation/centrifugation of the water from the lipid mixture. These results presented 

above can now be used for the optimization of the 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR 

correlation experiments described below. 

 

2.3.2 Two-dimensional 1H-13C Heteronuclear Correlation 

The 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR heteronuclear correlation spectrum for DMPC 

at a short mixing time (τmix = 1 ms) is shown in Figure 2.5 (total experiment time ~ 4.5 

hrs), while the 2D correlation spectrum for DMPC-d54/Cholesterol is shown in Figure 2.6. 

These results show that these heteronuclear correlation experiments at natural 13C 

abundance can readily be performed. The benefit of the INEPT experiment is that the 

correlations arise from direct bonding interactions through the JCH coupling polarization 

transfer, and do not contain cross peaks due to long range interactions as well as being 

independent of the CH bond orientation. The C1 carbonyl region, δ(13C) = +173.5 ppm, 

is not shown since no cross peaks will be observed in the INEPT experiments for 

quaternary carbon environments. These 2D spectra allow confirmation of 1H and 13C 

resonance assignments and are consistent with previous investigations [51, 71, 73]. The 

2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectrum for the DMPC/Chol mixture (data not 
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shown) is similar to Figure 2.5 and shows significant overlap between many of the 

DMPC and cholesterol resonances even in the 2D experiment, but also reveals several 

distinct cholesterol resonances including the C6 methine at δ(13C) = +120.4 ppm, the C3 

methine at δ(13C) = +70.7 ppm, the C14,C17 methines at δ(13C) = +57.2 ppm,  the C9 

methine at δ(13C) = +50.9 ppm, and the C19 methyl at δ(13C) = +12.9 ppm. By using 

DMPC-d54/ CHOL mixtures, it is possible to observe and identify all proton containing 

cholesterol carbon resonances as shown in Figure 2.6. Again the lipid carbonyl region 

and the cholesterol C5 quaternary, δ(13C) = +142 ppm, spectral region is not shown 

since the INEPT experiment does not produce cross peaks for these carbon 

environments. 1H-13C HETCOR correlation experiments have been reported that utilized 
13C-C3,C4 labeled cholesterol in order to emphasize and clearly identify cholesterol 

cross peaks [45]. The 2D INEPT reported here demonstrate that 13C labeling is not 

required to obtain correlation experiments in cholesterol containing membrane mixtures. 

The one draw back of these 2D INEPT experiments is the relatively low 1H resolution 

afforded by the direct 13C detection. This reduced 1H resolution is clearly seen in the 2D 

spectra shown Figures 2.5 and 2.6 (compared to the 1D 1H MAS projections) where a 

very limited number of t1 increments were used to help reduce overall experimental time. 

There is also a slight increase in the 13C line width versus the 1D projection as a result of 

doubling the exponential line broadening for the 2D spectra. More recently, 1H-13C 

HMQC experiments have been reported for DMPC/CHOL mixtures that overcome this 

limitation [70, 71].  

 

2.3.3 1H-1H Dipolar Cross-Relaxation 

 To explore through space connectivities and interactions the 2D 1H-13C INEPT 

MAS NMR correlation experiments were expanded (Figure 2.1) to include a mixing time 

(τmix). During this period no additional rf pulses are applied to either channel such that 
1H-1H magnetization exchange occurs via dipolar cross-relaxation. These types of 

experiments are analogous to 1H-1H MAS NOESY experiments,[51-56, 83] but now 

include the improved resolution afforded by 13C detection. Similar to the 1H NOESY 

experiments, 1H-1H correlations only become significant for τmix > 100 ms. Figure 2.7 

shows the 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectra at τmix = 300 ms for DMPC. 

Numerous cross-peaks are observed (compared to Figure 2.5) correlating different 1H 

environments to a single carbon environments as a result of 1H-1H dipolar cross-
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relaxation. These include the short range through-space 1H-1H dipolar interactions 

between g1 and g2, g1 and α, along with g1 and γ within the DMPC head group, plus the 

C2-C3 interaction within the alkyl chain. In addition, long range inter-molecular 

correlations are observed including the dipolar cross-relaxation between γ and 4-11 

carbons, γ to the C14 methyl and α to the C14 methyl. These interactions have 

previously been noted and discussed in the 2D 1H-1H NOESY investigations [51, 52, 54, 

83], and demonstrate the dynamical disorder of the lipid present within the Lα phase. The 

scaled S/N of this 2D spectrum (scaled for the increased number of acquisitions) is ~ 

30% of that observed in Figure 2.5. This S/N merit was estimated from the area of the 

intense γ resonance, with some loss expected due to relaxation during the 300 ms 

mixing period, but also reflects some loss of signal due to magnetization exchange with 

other coupled protons. 

 Similarly the 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectrum for the DMPC-

d54/CHOL mixture using τmix = 250 ms is shown in Figure 2.8. Again cross peaks 

between the different carbon resonances are observed (compared to Figure 2.6), 

including dipolar interactions within cholesterol (C6 to C7) as well as lipid-cholesterol 

interactions including: β, g1, g2 contacts to cholesterol, γ to cholesterol and γ to the 

C26,C27 methyl carbons of cholesterol. The low 1H dispersion of the cholesterol 

resonances in the δ(1H) = +0.5 to 1.5 ppm region make the assignment of these lipid-

cholesterol contacts to specific cholesterol environments difficult, so we have simply 

denoted them as cholesterol contacts. From the 1D 1H MAS NMR experiments along 

with the 1D 1H-13C INEPT (including phase variation with ∆2, see section of INEPT 

optimization) we know that there is not a significant contribution from residual non-

deuterated lipid in the δ(1H) = +0.5 to 1.5 ppm region, supporting our arguments that the 

observed contacts are between the lipid and cholesterol. Also the strong 1H-13C cross-

peak observed at δ(13C) = +33.9 ppm, δ(1H) = +2.4 ppm in Figure 2.6 is assigned to the 

C8 of cholesterol since the signal modulation observed in 2D INEPT spectra for long ∆2 

values (data not shown) is consistent with a CH or CH3 carbon environment, and not 

with a CH2 species. There is a small contribution from residual non-deuterated C4-C11 

methylene CH2 carbons of the DMPC observed at δ(
13C) = +34.1 ppm and δ(1H) = +1.3 

ppm, but it is not visible in Figure 2.6. It should also be noted that the intensity of cross 

peaks between the lipid head group resonances in the DMPC-d54/Chol mixture are lower 

than observed in pure DMPC (Figure 2.7) or DMPC/Chol mixtures. This reduction is 
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consistent with previous studies that have shown the cross-relaxation occurs via inter-

molecular contacts and that the presence of deuterated alkyl chains will slow this 

process [51, 52, 83]. These 2D results show that the INEPT correlation experiments can 

be used to observe inter-molecular contacts between different constituents within 

membrane mixtures. Again, both Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show a reduced 1H (F1) resolution 

as a result of the limited number of t1 increment utilized. The S/N of this 2D spectrum 

was ~ 35% of that observed in Figure 2.6. 

 

2.3.4 1H-1H RFDR Correlation 

As discussed above, rapid lateral diffusion in the Lα lipid phase averages 

intermolecular 1H-1H dipolar interactions, while rapid axial rotation and molecular 

motions reduces the intra-molecular 1H-1H dipolar interactions within biomembranes. 

Early observations that MAS (even at slow spinning speeds) significantly improved the 

resolution of 1H NMR spectra of membranes showed that residual 1H-1H dipolar 

couplings were present in these systems. For example, in DMPC (36 oC) and DPPC (50 
oC) the dipolar order parameter Sdip was measured to be ~ 0.17 and 0.18, respectively 

[48]. These MAS-removed 1H-1H dipolar couplings can be reintroduced (scaled) through 

the use of different multiple pulse dipolar recoupling sequences during the τmix period 

(Figure 2.1). In the present study we have utilized the rotor-synchronized radio 

frequency dipolar recoupling (RFDR) sequence [75-77, 84] to re-introduce residual 1H-1H 

dipolar coupling via zero-quantum coherences as a means of magnetization transfer 

[85]. 1H-1H RFDR correlation experiments were recently demonstrated for swollen 

protein resins [86] and are similar to proton-mediated rare spin correlation experiments 

developed for protein structure determination in the solid state [87-90]. Figure 2.9a 

shows the 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectrum for DMPC utilizing a τmix =  

53.3 ms RFDR recoupling sequence. This period corresponds to 50 cycles of the XY-8 

phase cycle. Even for this relatively short mixing time multiple cross peaks were 

observed arising from 1H-1H magnetization exchange within the membrane, with the 

spectrum being very similar to the 300 ms NOESY exchange spectra (Figure 2.7). The 

appearance of 1H-1H correlations at short mixing times distinguishes the RFDR based 

experiment from the cross-relaxation (NOE) based experiment (section 2.3.4) where no 

significant 1H-1H exchange cross-peaks were observed  at τmix = 50 ms. Using the RFDR 

significant 1H-1H magnetization exchange was observed for τmix as short as ~10 ms. For 

τmix < 50 ms the appearance of new cross-peaks in the 2D 1H-13C INEPT exchange 
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experiments arise from the coherent reintroduction of dipolar couplings under the RFDR 

sequence, while for  τmix ≥  100 ms  1H-1H magnetization exchange cross-peaks can 

derive from both the coherent RFDR recoupling and the incoherent (diffusive like) dipolar 

cross-relaxation. More importantly, the long range inter-molecular dipolar contacts 

between the headgroup and the alkyl chain are not observed for these short mixing time 

RFDR type experiments (compare Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.9a, in particular the C14 

methyl contacts).  The S/N for this 2D spectrum was ~ 40% of that observed in Figure 

2.5, but is slightly improved over the S/N obtained from the 300 ms spin exchange 

experiment shown in Figure 2.7. Similar results are observed in the 2D 1H-13C INEPT 

MAS NMR correlation spectrum for DMPC-d54/Chol utilizing a τmix =  26.7 ms RFDR 

recoupling shown in Figure 2.9b, where many of the cholesterol/lipid contacts are not 

observed due to the reduced magnitude of the inter-molecular dipolar coupling. The one 

notable exception to this is the cross peak at δ(13C) = +33.9 ppm and δ(1H) = +4.3 ppm 

(Figure 2.9b), which results from contact between the protons of the C8 methine carbon 

in cholesterol and either the protons of the g1 or α carbons of the DMPC. As noted above 

this +33.9 ppm 13C chemical shift originates from a CH or CH3 carbon species based on 

INEPT modulation with ∆2, and is therefore not the residual non-deuterated CH2 carbons 

of DMPC. The origin of this strong inter-molecular contact between DMPC and 

cholesterol will be explored in future work. The S/N of this 2D RFDR spectrum is ~ 35% 

of that shown in Figure 2.6.  

The difference in the behavior of the 1H-1H magnetization exchange under the 

cross-relaxation (NOE exchange) or the RFDR type mixing periods is more easily 

understood by measuring the evolution of the 1H-1H exchange as a function of τmix. To 

perform multiple 1H-13C INEPT experiments at different τmix would prove to be extremely 

time restrictive, but this information can be obtained by using a standard 2D 1H NOESY 

MAS NMR correlation experiments [51, 52, 83, 86]. From NOESY exchange 

experiments the individual 1H-1H cross-relaxation rates can be directly measured as 

shown in Figure 2.10 for select protons in the DMPC sample.  The results are shown for 

experiments in which the τmix contain no rf pulses (standard NOE cross-relaxation) or the 

dipolar coupling was reintroduced incorporating a 1H RFDR sequence. For protons that 

are expected to be spatially close the 1H-1H exchange under RFDR is observed to build 

up very rapidly, reaching a maximum between 10 and 25 ms, followed by a rapid decay 

away. For example, the exchange between the g2 and the α protons is extremely rapid, 

reaching a maximum near 10 ms. The diagonal intensity under the RFDR sequence is 
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also observed to decay much more rapidly than the NOE type cross-relaxation. This 

decay results from the distribution of the magnetization under RFDR via the recoupled 

dipolar interactions, but also can be ascribed to a non-recoverable loss of magnetization 

due to pulse error and timing errors in the multiple-π RFDR pulse train. The performance 

of the RFDR sequence may be improved by incorporation of improved RFDR phase 

cycling, [91] or the introduction of compensated RFDR sequences [92]. For the NOE 

based cross-relaxation the buildup rates of the 1H-1H exchange is generally slower 

(Figure 2.10), usually reaching a maximum between 150 ms and 500ms as previously 

noted [51, 52, 83]. This magnetization exchange occurs through incoherent cross-

relaxation which is dependent on both the residual dipolar coupling and the motional 

correlation time, and scales as 6

ijr−  (where rij is the 
1H-1H distance). The application of 

the RFDR sequence allows for the recovery (amplification) of dipolar couplings that are 

averaged by MAS, and not completely averaged by molecular motions. The sequence 

allows for exchange via a coherent process that is dependent on the reintroduced 

dipolar coupling independent of the correlation time and will scale as 3

ijr− . By using short 

mixing time in the RFDR sequence only protons with a larger (closer) 1H-1H dipolar 

coupling will give rise to exchange, while protons with smaller 1H-1H dipolar couplings do 

not have enough time to buildup and do not exchange. The larger dipolar interactions 

recoupled under RFDR most likely represent residual intra-molecular 1H-1H dipolar 

coupling, since the rapid axial diffusion of the lipids within the membrane are expected to 

produce a second averaging of dipolar inter-molecular contacts (making them smaller) 

such that they are not re-introduced by RFDR for short mixing times. By comparing the 

results of these two exchange experiments it is possible to assign strongly and weakly 

dipolar coupled protons contacts within membrane systems. 

Interestingly for longer range 1H-1H contacts, such as the g2 proton to the methyl 

C14 protons (Figure 2.10), the magnetization exchange is very similar for the RFDR and 

the NOE cross-relaxation based experiments. During the RFDR sequence it is known 

that magnetization transfer can occur both through recoupling and through NOE cross 

relaxation [86]. It has also been observed that the RFDR sequence may actually 

accelerate the incoherent NOE cross-relaxation by a process that  has been called rotor-

driven or RF-driven spin diffusion [93, 94]. This type of acceleration of the 1H-1H NOE 

cross-relaxation was not observed for the membrane systems investigated. Further 
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analysis of the individual 1H-1H exchange patterns within the complete lipid spin system 

will be explored in a later manuscript. 

It should be noted that the RFDR sequence is not the only dipolar recoupling 

sequence (or perhaps even the most suitable) that could be utilized during the mixing 

period of the INEPT sequence shown in Figure 2.1. We have also explored the use of 

the symmetry based double quantum sequence recently described by Levitt and co-

workers [95]. For example we have performed 1H-13C INEPT exchange experiments 

using the 1

2C7  recoupling sequence, and combined 1

2C7 - 1

3C9  schemes,[96, 97] on a 

lower magnetic field strength instrument observing very similar results (albeit lower 

resolution) with the nearest neighbor dipolar contacts dominating. Unfortunately the 

performance of these windowless CNn

ν -type decoupling sequences [95] on our higher 

field 600 MHz NMR instrument was rather poor due to hardware limitations and were not 

pursued further.  

 

2.4 INEPT MAS Conclusions 

 In conclusion, we have demonstrated a 2D 1H-13C INEPT correlation experiment 

for membrane systems. By incorporating a mixing period for 1H-1H magnetization 

exchange structural information can be obtained through the 13C detection of 1H-1H 

contacts. A comparison of the 1H-1H correlations observed under a mixing period 

incorporating NOE cross-relaxation versus correlations observed under the RFDR 

sequence makes it is possible to identify close intra-molecular 1H-1H contacts (or very 

strong inter-molecular contacts), versus long-range inter-molecular contacts within the 

membrane constituents. These types of correlation experiments should prove valuable 

for future investigations of complex biomembrane systems. 
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Figure 2.1. 2D refocused 1H-13C INEPT pulse sequence for correlation experiments 
where a mixing time τm is introduced that allows the transfer of magnetization via 
1H-1H dipolar interactions either through NOE cross relaxation (no 1H irradiation during 
τm) or recoupled dipolar interactions using a RFDR sequence. In this sequence all t1, ∆1 
and ∆2 delays were rotor synchronized ( = Rnτ  = / Rn ν , where Rν  is the spinning 

frequency), and were optimized as described in the text. The phase cycle for this 
sequence has been previously given [72]. 
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Figure 2.2. Refocused 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR spectra for D2O dispersion of (a) 
DMPC, νR = 7.5 kHz, ∆1 = 2.1 ms, ∆2 = 0.66 ms, 308 K (corrected for 
spinning/decoupling heating effects) (b) 1:1 DMPC/CHOL, νR = 7.5 kHz, ∆1 = 2.1 ms, ∆2 
= 1.2 ms, 308 K, and (c) DMPC-d54/CHOL, νR = 10 kHz, ∆1 = 2.1 ms, ∆2 = 1.1 ms, 313 K. 
The assignment numbering is shown in the molecular scheme, with the resonance 
assignments for DMPC given in (a) and select resonance assignments for cholesterol 
given in (b) and (c). 
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Figure 2.3. Signal amplitude variation for the 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR experiment for a 
D2O dispersion of DMPC at 313K, νR = 10 kHz, as a function of the inter-pulse delay ∆1 
and ∆2. In (a) ∆1 was varied while ∆2 was held constant at 0.93 ms, while in (b) ∆1 was 
kept constant at 2.0 ms and ∆2 varied. The simulated lines were obtained using Eqn 2.1. 
The signal intensities of the different groupings were scaled to improve readability. 
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Figure 2.4. The 1H MAS NMR spectra of (a) DMPC and (b) DMPC-d54/Chol at 308K and 
νR = 7.5 kHz, showing the full spectral window with the different spinning sidebands 
marked. Expansion of the isotropic spectral region for (c) DMPC and (d) DMPC-d54/Chol 
with the assignment of the different 1H resonances in DMPC.  The variation (e) of the 1H-
13C INEPT signal intensity for the C26/C27 methyl resonances (δ = +22.6 ppm) and the 
C6 methine (δ = +120.4 ppm) cholesterol carbon resonances as a function of spinning 
speed: cholesterol C26/C27 at 5 kHz (●) and 10 kHz (○) and C6 at 5 kHz (�) and 10 
kHz (∆). 
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Figure 2.5. The 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectra for DMPC obtained 
using the rotor-synchronized pulse sequence in Figure 2.1 at νR = 7.5 kHz, 308K, τmix = 
1 ms, ∆1 =  2.1 ms and ∆2 = 0.67 ms. The DMPC assignments are shown. The 13C and 
1H projections are the 1D 1H-13C INEPT MAS and the 1D 1H MAS NMR spectra, 
respectively. The low resolution in the F1 (1H) dimension results from the reduced 
number of t1 increments used in order to reduce experimental time. 
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Figure 2.6. The 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectra for DMPC-d54/CHOL 
obtained using the rotor-synchronized pulse sequence in Figure 2.1 at νR = 10 kHz, 
313K, τmix = 1 ms, ∆1 =  2.2 ms and ∆2 = 1.2 ms. The undeuterated DMPC headgroup 
resonances and selective cholesterol assignments are shown. The 13C and 1H 
projections are the 1D 1H-13C INEPT MAS and the 1D 1H MAS NMR spectra, 
respectively. The low resolution in the F1 (1H) dimension results from the reduced 
number of t1 increments used in order to reduce experimental time. 
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Figure. 2.7.  The 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectra for DMPC obtained 
using the rotor-synchronized pulse sequence in Figure 2.1 at νR = 7.5 kHz, 308K, τmix = 
300 ms, ∆1 =  2.1 ms and ∆2 = 0.67 ms. Selective correlation cross peaks arising from 
1H-1H magnetization exchange are labeled. See Figure 2.5 for assignment of standard 
one-bond 1H-13C correlations.  
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Figure 2.8. The 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectra for DMPC-d54/CHOL 
obtained using the rotor-synchronized pulse sequence in Figure 2.1 at νR = 10 kHz, 
313K, τmix = 250 ms, ∆1 =  2.2 ms and ∆2 = 1.2 ms. Selective cholesterol/lipid correlation 
cross peaks arising from 1H-1H magnetization exchange are labeled. See Figure 2.6 for 
assignment of standard one-bond 1H-13C correlations. 
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Figure 2.9. The 2D 1H-13C INEPT MAS NMR correlation spectra at νR = 7.5 kHz, 308K 
with RFDR mixing for (a) DMPC at τmix = 53.3 ms (50 XY-8 recoupling cycles), ∆1 =  2.1 
ms and ∆2 = 0.67 ms, and for (b) DMPC-d54/Chol at τmix = 26.7 ms (25 XY-8 recoupling 
cycles), ∆1 =  2.1 ms and ∆2 = 1.2 ms. The dashed boxes and circles mark either missing 
long range lipid-lipid or cholesterol-lipid 1H-1H magnetization exchange contacts 
observed in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.9b.  
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Figure 2.10. Selected normalized 1H-1H cross peak intensity for the glycerol g2 proton to 
other lipid protons obtained from the 2D 1H-1H NOESY MAS NMR experiments with 
NOE cross-relaxation or RFDR recoupling during τmix for DMPC at 308 K. The cross 
peaks were normalized to the total intensity of the g2 diagonal resonance at τmix = 0.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Multi-Dimensional 
1
H-

13
C HETCOR and FSLG-

HETCOR NMR Study of Sphingomyelin Bilayers 
Containing Cholesterol in the Gel and Liquid 

Crystalline States 
 

3.1 Introduction of FSLG MAS NMR in Membranes 

 1H magic angle spinning (MAS) and 13C cross-polarization (CP-)MAS NMR 

spectroscopy are powerful tools for studying molecular level structure and dynamics in 

multilamellar vesicles (MLV’s) and have been implemented in the lipid community for 

decades.  A significant number of 1H and 13C NMR studies regarding the interaction of 

cholesterol in glycerophospholipid bilayers have appeared [47, 48, 50, 79, 98-101]. 

Significantly fewer NMR studies have appeared on SM [102, 103] and SM/Chol [104-

106] bilayer systems.  All of these studies focus primarily on the Lα phase due to the 

improved resolution observed compared to the Lβ  gel phase particularly, in 
1H MAS 

NMR spectra [47].    

Most of the 1H and 13C NMR studies of lipid membranes that have appeared in 

the literature on MLV’s are one-dimensional (1D) studies, although some two-

dimensional (2D) 1H NOESY [51, 52, 57], 1H/31P heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) 

[107], and 1H/13C HETCOR [46, 65] studies have emerged.  More recently 2D studies 

involving cholesterol containing dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers have 

also appeared [45, 62, 70, 71].  Similar to the majority of the 1D studies all these 2D 

studies have been limited solely to the L phase (above Tm).  A better understanding of 

lipid cholesterol organization and sterol-lipid interactions will come from going to multi-

dimensional experiments below Tm where dipolar interactions are stronger (due to 

reduced molecular motions) and contacts between the lipid and cholesterol can 

potentially be detected.  In the present study, 1H MAS and 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra 

are obtained for pure SM bilayers and those containing cholesterol above and below Tm.  

Conventional 2D dipolar 1H/13C HETCOR on SM yield high resolution spectra above Tm, 

while below Tm high resolution type spectra are only observed when frequency switched 

Lee-Goldburg (FSLG) 1H homonuclear decoupling is implemented during the evolution 

period [108, 109]. The isotropic chemical shifts of SM and cholesterol incorporated in SM 
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bilayers are reported and comparisons are made to the chemical shifts observed for 

cholesterol in DMPC bilayers [71].       

 

3.2 FSLG MAS NMR Experimental  

 

3.2.1 Materials 

Egg sphingomyelin (SM) and cholesterol (Chol) were purchased from Avanti 

Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and used as received.  The SM had the following acyl chain 

composition: 84% 16:0, 6% 18:0, 2% 20:0, 4% 22:0, 4% 24:0 and contained no 

unsaturated acyl chains.     

 

3.2.2 Sample Preparation 

Pure lipid samples were prepared by mixing the lipid with de-ionized water or 

D2O in a conical vial with a vortex mixer.  This was followed by a minimum of 5 freeze-

thaw cycles in dry ice and a warm water bath set to 60 ºC (above Tm for SM).  Buffer was 

not used in any of the lipid mixtures. Samples containing cholesterol were first combined 

and dissolved in chloroform followed by vacuum drying overnight to remove the solvent.  

The samples were then hydrated with the above procedure. The samples are MLV’s 

greater than 1 µm in diameter as confirmed by 31P static NMR (data not shown).  All lipid 

samples were 33 wt% phospholipid (67 wt% H2O).  The binary cholesterol-containing 

sample was 33 mol% cholesterol.  The lipid samples were transferred to 4 mm zirconia 

MAS rotors and sealed with kel-F inserts and caps.  The typical volume of MLV sample 

for NMR analysis was 50-100 µL corresponding to 25-50 mg of phospholipid.  The 

samples were stored in a -20 ºC freezer when NMR experiments were not being 

performed.    

 

3.2.3 NMR Spectroscopy 

1H MAS and 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker Avance 400 

spectrometer equipped with a 4 mm broadband double resonance MAS probe.  The 

MAS speed (νR) was set to 10 kHz and controlled to ± 1 Hz in all MAS experiments with 

a Bruker MAS control unit.  The 1H spectra were collected with a 2.5 µs π/2 and a 10 s 

recycle delay.  The 1H spectra were referenced to TMS (δ = 0) by setting the SM methyl 

resonance (H16´, H18) to 0.9 ppm [102]. The 1D 13C CP-MAS experiments utilized a 4 
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µs 1H π/2 and a 2 ms contact time.  The 1D CP pulse sequence implemented a ramped 

(50→100%) spin-lock pulse on the 1H channel and a square contact pulse on the 13C 

channel [110].  2D dipolar HETCOR experiments were performed to correlate 13C and 1H 

chemical shifts.  This experiment is analogous to the wideline separation (WISE) 

experiment previously described by Schmidt-Rohr et al. with the exception that it is 

performed at a higher MAS speed [111].  These increased MAS speeds are known to 

enhance the resolution in the 1H dimension [112].  HETCOR experiments with Lee-

Goldburg (LG) 1H homonuclear decoupling [108] were performed as previously 

described [109, 113] where FSLG decoupling is applied during the t1 evolution period. 

The LG 1H homonuclear decoupling implemented in these experiments is analogous to 

the flip-flop LG (FFLG) previously described by Mehring and Waugh where a frequency 

shift was utilized to achieve an effective field along the magic angle.  In the FSLG 

HETCOR experiment a LG-CP condition was used for 1H→13C polarization transfer.  The 

1H dimension required the theoretical scaling factor cosθ = 1/ 3  in the FSLG-HETCOR 

spectra [109].  A moderate power 1H two pulse phase modulation (TPPM) decoupling 

field strength of 62.5 kHz was implemented during acquisition of the free induction decay 

in all 13C detected experiments using a 15º phase shift [114].  The FSLG homonuclear 

decoupling field strength was also 62.5 kHz.  The pulse sequences for dipolar HETCOR 

and FSLG-HETCOR are depicted in Figure 3.1.  Typical acquisition parameters for 2D 

experiments were 256 or 512 scan averages and 64 or 128 t1 points.  A recycle delay of 

5 s and 2 s was utilized in the 1D and 2D 13C detected experiments, respectively.  The 

isotropic 13C chemical shift was set using a secondary reference of solid glycine 

(carbonyl δ = 176.03 ppm with respect to TMS δ = 0 ppm).  The temperature was 

controlled to ± 0.2 K with a Bruker VT unit.  The actual sample temperature does not 

correlate with the set sample temperature due to heating effects caused by MAS and 

decoupling.  The actual sample temperature was calibrated as described previously 

where the chemical shift of the 1H water resonance in the lipid sample is monitored 

under MAS and decoupling conditions [73].  The heating effect of MAS at 10 kHz and 1H 

decoupling at 62.5 kHz for ~ 30 ms was found to be 7 °C and 9 °C, respectively.  These 

heating effects are accounted for in all experiments reported in this paper.  These 

heating effects can result in modest membrane dehydration that can be ignored for most 

applications [39].  Assignments of SM resonances were based on previous sphingolipid 

NMR studies [102, 115, 116].  Some additional assignments not made previously could 

be made by examining the 2D HETCOR spectra.  The cholesterol resonances observed 
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in SM bilayer samples were assigned based off a previous study on cholesterol in DMPC 

bilayers [71].  The full width at half maximum (FWHM) or line width was extracted by 

fitting the resonances in the DMFIT software package [117].  The structure of SM and 

cholesterol are depicted in Figure 3.2 with the nomenclature.            

 

3.3. FSLG MAS NMR Results and Discussion 

 

3.3.1 1D 1H MAS NMR of SM Bilayers Containing Cholesterol 

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of SM and SM/Chol samples collected at 325 K are 

displayed in Figure 3.3.  This temperature is above Tm (~ 40 °C) hence, SM is in the Lα 

liquid crystalline phase [118].  Both the SM/Chol (A) and the pure SM sample (B) display 

sharp resonances that can be assigned to SM protons (see Table 3.1) based on 

previous 1H MAS NMR studies on SM bilayers [102].   Narrow 1H line widths are 

observed in the Lα phase compared to the line widths expected in a rigid organic solid.  

These narrower line widths can be attributed to rapid lipid lateral diffusion, fast axial 

rotation about the bilayer normal, and trans/gauche isomerizations that significantly 

reduce the inter- and intramolecular 1H-1H dipole-dipole interactions [47, 48, 50]. The 

line widths of the cholesterol containing sample are slightly broader, FWHM = 60 Hz for 

SM/Chol compared to 46 Hz for SM measured at the (CH2)n resonance.  The slightly 

broader line widths in the cholesterol-containing sample can be attributed to a more 

restricted mobility of the saturated lipid chain caused by packing with cholesterol.  This 

hinders some of the axial rotation and trans/gauche isomerizations that average the 1H 

dipole-dipole interactions.  This is consistent with previous 2H static NMR studies on 

phospholipid/cholesterol mixtures above Tm where a larger 
2H quadrupole splitting was 

observed when cholesterol was incorporated in the bilayer.  This was attributed to a 

decrease in chain mobility with a higher probability of trans conformations [119-121]. 

Since the structural and dynamic characteristics of phospholipid/cholesterol mixtures 

with significant cholesterol contents (≥25%) are intermediate between the Lβ gel and Lα 

liquid crystalline phase, they have been termed the lo phase [20, 50, 122].   A higher 

probability of trans conformations was also confirmed by monitoring the 13C chemical 

shift of the (CH2)n resonance of SM in SM/Chol mixtures with 13C CP-MAS NMR (see 

below).   

There are a few 1H resonances observed for SM in the present study that were 

not resolved in previous 1H MAS NMR spectra of SM bilayers.  Particularly, the C4 and 
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C5, C2´ and C6, and the high ppm shoulder of the main (CH2)n resonance that can be 

assigned to C3´ [102].  The assignment of these peaks was assisted by 2D dipolar 

HETCOR spectra discussed below.  The lower resolution in the latter study can be 

attributed to the lower spectrometer field and slower MAS speed utilized.  It should also 

be noted that no specific cholesterol peaks are resolved in 1H MAS NMR spectra 

indicating a need for 13C-detected NMR experiments to increase chemical shift 

dispersion and detect cholesterol resonances.  The reason for the lack of resolved 

cholesterol resonances in the 1H MAS NMR spectrum is attributed to the tight chemical 

shift range (0.5 – 2.5 ppm) and broad line widths.                

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of SM and SM/Chol samples at 301 K are displayed in 

Figure 3.4.  At this temperature SM is below Tm and exists in the Lβ gel state.  Even at 

10 kHz MAS the main acyl chain 1H resonance is broad (FWHM = 1.3 kHz), and only the 

α, β, and γ resonances of the headgroup are resolved.  More rapid MAS speeds could 

not be pursued due to a centrifugal effect where the water begins to separate from the 

lipid.  These types of problems can result in lipid dehydration and have been discussed 

previously [39, 123].  The poor resolution observed in the Lβ phase is due to the 
1H-1H 

homonuclear dipolar coupling and has been discussed previously for phospholipids in 

the gel state [47].  The tight acyl chain packing and interdigitation in the Lβ gel phase 

results in a decrease in the chain mobility that dynamically averages the 1H homonuclear 

dipole-dipole coupling in the case of the Lα liquid crystalline phase discussed above.  

When cholesterol is incorporated in the bilayer the acyl chain packing and interdigitation 

is reduced and the fluidity of the bilayer is increased [124].  This results in a narrowing of 

the 1H line widths, specifically for the (CH2)n resonance, where the FWHM = 1.3 kHz in 

the pure SM sample compared to 400 Hz for SM/Chol.  This shows that when 

cholesterol is in contact with the saturated chains of SM it causes an increase in chain 

mobility and decrease in trans conformations below Tm.  Thus, cholesterol has the 

opposite effect on SM above and below Tm.  Above Tm cholesterol presence decreases 

chain mobility (increases order) and below Tm it increases chain mobility (decreases 

order) compared to pure SM.  This is consistent with previous interpretations from 13C 

MAS NMR on SM/Chol and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)/Chol bilayers where 

the chemical shift of the (CH2)n 
13C resonance is indicative of the amount of mobile 

gauche conformers present [47, 79, 104]. These results also agree with the early static 
1H NMR and ESR work of Olfield et al. on SM dispersions containing cholesterol [119, 

125].  
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3.3.2 1D 13C CP-MAS NMR of SM Bilayers Containing Cholesterol 

The 1D 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra of SM bilayers containing cholesterol below 

Tm are displayed in Figure 3.5.  Numerous resonances are resolved that can be 

assigned to SM and cholesterol (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3).  The subscript c denotes 

cholesterol resonances. The presence of cholesterol in the bilayer results in a 

sharpening of many of the SM 13C NMR resonances. This is particularly evident for 

C18/C16´, C17/C15´, (CH2)n, C3, and C3´ resonances, emphasizing the impact of 

cholesterol on the sphingosine backbone and saturated chain region of the lipid. The 

resonances of the acyl chain display chemical shifts to lower ppm in the cholesterol-

containing sample. This can be attributed to an increase in gauche conformations as 

discussed previously in SM/Chol bilayers [104] and mentioned in the previous section 

with respect to the 1H line width.  The (CH2)n, C3´, C17/C15´resonances shift downfield 

0.3, 0.3, and 0.5 ppm with incorporation of cholesterol, respectively.  The larger shift 

observed for the C17/C15´ resonance could potentially indicate a greater degree of 

induced chain mobility and disorder towards the end of the saturated chain when 

cholesterol is present in SM below Tm.  The headgroup resonances: Cγ, Cα, and Cβ 

display consistent chemical shifts and line widths when cholesterol is present.  However, 

a slight decrease in CP efficiency is observed for these resonances indicating a 

decrease in the C-H dipolar coupling.  This is not surprising considering 31P static NMR 

results on SM/Chol bilayers below Tm showed that axial headgroup rotations were similar 

to that occurring in the Lα phase of SM [126].  It is likely that these headgroup motions, 

which average the 31P chemical shift anisotropy, could potentially dynamically average 

the C-H coupling.  An increase in mobility of the headgroup region is also consistent with 

the 1H results where slightly sharper 1H headgroup resonances were observed in 

SM/Chol sample compared to the pure SM sample.  The carbonyl resonance, C1´, 

displays a 0.2 ppm shift downfield when cholesterol is present.  This has been attributed 

to a change in the hydrogen bonding environment at the carbonyl site in previous studies 

on phospholipid/cholesterol mixtures [79, 104]. It appears that a change in water 

hydrogen bonding is the more probable explanation for this shift rather than a direct 

hydrogen bond with the OH of cholesterol [104, 105].  

 The 13C CP-MAS spectra of SM and SM/Chol bilayers above Tm are presented in 

Figure 3.6.  Comparison of the spectrum obtained for SM in the Lα phase (Figure 3.6B, 

D) to the one obtained on the Lβ phase (Figure 3.5B, D) reveals significantly sharper 
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lines in the Lα phase. The acyl chain resonances: (CH2)n, C17/C15´, C3´, C6, and 

C16/C14´ sharpen substantially and large upfield shifts are observed between 1-2 ppm.  

Again, this is consistent with an increase in chain mobility and fraction of gauche 

conformers in the Lα phase compared to the primarily trans Lβ phase. Note, C16/C14´ 

and C6 are not well resolved in the Lβ phase of SM without cholesterol but, are clearly 

observed in the L phase due to the chemical shifts of the saturated acyl chain groups.  

These groups are assigned based on liquid state NMR sphingomyelin studies [116] and 

dipolar HETCOR experiments discussed below.  The C4 and C5 double bond groups 

also display a significant sharpening in both SM and SM/Chol in comparison to the SM 

Lβ phase indicating an increased mobility at these sites as well.    

 When comparing the SM/Chol 13C CP-MAS spectrum to the SM spectrum above 

Tm some noticeable differences are observed (Figure 3.6).  Particularly, the (CH2)n main 

chain resonance is shifted to higher ppm and broadens slightly in the cholesterol-

containing sample (see Figure 3.6C, D).  The shift reflects a higher amount of trans 

conformations (more ordered) for the cholesterol containing sample in agreement with 

previous 2H results on other saturated chain phospholipids above Tm [20, 119, 121].  The 
13C chemical shifts of the main chain (CH2)n observed in SM and SM/Chol bilayers can 

be summarized: 32.5, 32.2, 31.5, and 30.5 ppm for SM Lβ, SM/Chol below Tm, SM/Chol 

above Tm, and SM Lα, respectively.  The 
13C chemical shift to lower ppm with cholesterol 

and measurements performed below and above Tm in these samples indicates a 

decrease in order and increase in mobility.  The other noticeable difference in the 13C 

spectrum is the significant sharpening of the C3 resonance when cholesterol is present.  

The C3 resonance has a FWHM = 113, 66, 49, and 37 Hz in SM Lβ, SM Lα, SM/Chol 

above Tm, and SM/Chol below Tm, respectively.  This shows that the sharpening of the 

C3 resonance is observed regardless of whether the sample is above or below Tm when 

cholesterol is present (compare Figure 3.5A and 3.5B and Figure 3.6A and 3.6B).  This 

indicates that the mobility at this site is increased both above and below Tm when 

cholesterol is incorporated in the bilayer.  An increased mobility for this site below Tm is 

not particularly surprising since, the fluidity of the bilayer increases and sharpening of 

the 13C resonances is observed at many of the sites in SM/Chol.  However, a sharpening 

of the C3 resonance above Tm is somewhat surprising at first since, the acyl chain 

becomes more ordered and the bilayer less fluid when cholesterol is present.  One 

explanation for this is that cholesterol disturbs the hydrogen-bonding environment at the 

C3 hydroxyl group causing a decrease in the rigidity of this site.  This hydroxyl group has 
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been postulated to participate in intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonding 

with neighboring SM molecules at the amide and the oxygen groups of the phosphate, 

respectively [127].  The potential formation of water bridges between SM molecules has 

also been discussed [128]. This idea that cholesterol disrupts some of these hydrogen 

bonding motifs at the SM-water interface is in agreement with some previous X-ray 

diffraction results where a reduction in the inter-bilayer water thickness was reported 

[129, 130]. The increased mobility of this site could be a strong indicator that some of 

these hydrogen bonding environments at the C3 hydroxyl are disrupted by the 

incorporation of cholesterol regardless of whether the sample is above or below Tm.  It 

should also be noted that when comparing the FWHM of SM/Chol above and below Tm, 

the line width below Tm is sharper.  This probably does not indicate a higher degree of 

mobility below Tm at this site but, rather an increase in sample homogeneity.            

 

3.3.3 2D 1H-13C Dipolar HETCOR NMR of SM and SM/Chol Bilayers 

The 2D 1H/13C dipolar HETCOR spectra of SM bilayers in the Lβ and Lα phases 

are presented in Figure 3.7.  In the Lβ phase (Figure 3.7A), the 
1H line widths are broad 

and the resolution is poor while, the Lα phase (Figure 3.7B) displays excellent resolution 

and chemical shift dispersion in both the 13C and 1H dimensions. The 2D HETCOR 

spectrum collected in the Lα phase was utilized to distinguish and assign the C6 and 

C16/C14´ 13C resonances.  It was also helpful in assigning the high ppm shoulder in the 
1H MAS spectrum (Figure 3.3) to H3´.  Further, the HETCOR spectrum confirms that the 
13C resonance observed at 54.3 ppm is indeed an overlap of both the Cγ and C2 

environments as previously proposed [102].  The 1H chemical shifts of these two groups 

are distinct and as a result the single 13C resonance is separated into two peaks in the 
1H dimension at the expected 1H chemical shifts.  It is also interesting to note that the 1H 

correlation peak for the 13C carbonyl (C1´) resonance is H2´.  The carbonyl site has no 

directly bonded protons and the neighboring protons at C2´ site are responsible for cross 

polarizing the carbonyl carbon.  These results show the advantage of going to multi-

dimensional correlation NMR experiments in these complex lipid systems to assist in 

chemical shift assignment and increase resolution. 

 The HETCOR spectrum of SM obtained in the Lβ phase (Figure 3.7A) displays 

broad resonance lines in the 1H dimension as a result of the strong 1H-1H dipolar 

interactions that are not completely averaged by the combination of lipid mobility and 

MAS.  Recently, the utilization of FSLG 1H homonuclear decoupling in conjunction with 
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13C detected dipolar HETCOR experiments has been presented in organic solids and 

resulted in well resolved resonances in the 1H dimension [109].  This experiment was 

performed and is displayed in Figure 3.7C.  The 1H dimension clearly displays improved 

line widths compared to the conventional dipolar HETCOR spectrum (see Figure 3.7B).  

The 1H line width in the FSLG-HETCOR spectrum is ~ 430 Hz compared to the line 

width in the conventional HETCOR experiment (Lβ phase) where it was ~ 1.7 kHz 

measured at the (CH2)n.  This shows that the FSLG technique should be successful in 

the study of gel phase lipids although, the resolution is not nearly as good as observed 

in the Lα phase.  When comparing the FSLG spectrum with the conventional HETCOR 

spectrum it should also be noted that the signal to noise (S/N) in the FSLG-HETCOR is 

lower and headgroup resonances 1, 2, and 3 are not observed.  This is due to the 

efficiency of the LG-CP transfer which is lower than the traditional CP transfer 

implemented in the conventional dipolar HETCOR spectrum shown in Figure 3.7A [131].  

The breadth of these resonances in both the 13C and 1H dimensions make them difficult 

to observe.  The FSLG technique does not improve the observed 1H resolution when 

applied above Tm in SM or SM/Chol and below Tm in SM/Chol.  In the latter case, the 

chain mobility induced by cholesterol presence approaches the line widths obtained with 

FSLG and no additional improvement in resolution was observed.  This is in agreement 

with previous results where MREV-8 1H homonuclear decoupling did not improve the 

resolution in 2D dipolar HETCOR spectra of DMPC/Chol bilayers above Tm at similar 

MAS speeds [45]. The results presented here strongly indicate that 1H homonuclear 

decoupling is not a requirement in lipid bilayers below Tm when significant amounts of 

cholesterol are present, however significant improvement will likely be observed in pure 

lipids in the gel phase as indicated by the results presented for SM in Figure 3.7C.    

 The 2D dipolar HETCOR spectra for SM/Chol above and below Tm are depicted 

Figures 3.8A and 3.8B, respectively.  As discussed above application of FSLG during 

the t1 evolution period did not improve the resolution in the 1H dimension thus, the 

spectra presented here were generated with the conventional 2D dipolar HETCOR 

technique.  Below Tm, similar line widths are observed for SM/Chol (Figure 8A) in 

comparison to the FSLG experiment on pure SM (Figure 7C).  This is likely the reason 

why no additional improvement was observed when implementing FSLG.  Above Tm, line 

widths close to the ones observed in pure Lα SM are observed (compare to Figure 7B).  

All the observed resonances are assignable to SM and cholesterol groups. There is a 

decrease in intensity of the cholesterol resonances compared to the HETCOR spectrum 
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collected below Tm that should be mentioned.  Specifically, cholesterol resonances 5c 

and 6c are not observed.  This is attributed to the increased mobility above Tm that 

decreases the C-H dipolar coupling and hence the CP efficiency.  In the 1D 13C CP-MAS 

NMR spectrum the loss in S/N above Tm in SM/Chol was not as significant as in the 

HETCOR spectra.  This is attributed to utilization of a longer CP contact time of 2 ms (1 

ms in the HETCOR) and a ramped spin-lock pulse in the 1D case.  The ramped CP 

sequence increases the overall S/N [110] and has been shown to be more effective in 

lipids above Tm than conventional CP [44].  Inclusion of a ramped CP sequence into the 

HETCOR will likely improve the S/N and overall quality of the 2D spectra.                                

 

3.3.4 13C Cholesterol Chemical Shifts in SM Bilayers 

A complete 1H/13C NMR assignment of the cholesterol chemical shifts in Lα 

DMPC bilayers has recently been reported [71]. The cholesterol resonances observed in 

this study on SM bilayers were assigned based on that report since they appear at 

similar chemical shifts (see Table 3.3).  However, there are some subtle differences that 

should be noted and discussed.  The 13C NMR chemical shift referencing in the previous 

study was set by assigning the C18 methyl group to 11.84 ppm, the chemical shift 

observed in the solution NMR spectrum of cholesterol in CCl4.  The chemical shift 

referencing in this study was based on setting the 13C chemical shift to a secondary 

standard of glycine.  Thus, the chemical shifts reported here are real chemical shifts 

referenced to TMS.  The present results show that the cholesterol shifts in lipid bilayers 

can differ significantly than those observed in solution NMR studies.  For example, the 

actual chemical shift of the C18 resonance of cholesterol in a SM bilayer below Tm is 

12.7 ppm.  This chemical shift is 1 ppm downfield with respect to the shift observed in 

solution NMR where cholesterol is dissolved in CCl4.  The cholesterol 
13C chemical shift 

differences between DMPC/Chol and SM/Chol discussed below accounts for this 

referencing difference. 

 The cholesterol 13C chemical shifts observed in SM/Chol bilayers are within 0.0-

0.4 ppm when compared with the shifts observed in DMPC/Chol with the exception that 

the C5 resonance was 0.7 ppm higher in SM/Chol above Tm.  The reason for a shift to 

higher ppm of the C5 resonance in SM/Chol is unknown, but could indicate a difference 

in how this double bond environment interacts with SM compared to DMPC.  A number 

of the cholesterol 13C chemical shifts in DMPC/Chol were similar to the ones observed 

here in SM/Chol.  Specifically, the C18, C21, C19, C10, C3 and C6 were essentially 
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identical.  This is not surprising for the C18, C21, C19 and C10 environments since 

these are all methyl resonances and the latter is a quaternary carbon.  The observation 

that the C3 resonance is identical in SM/Chol and DMPC/Chol indicates that the 

hydrogen bonding interaction at the C3 hydroxyl of cholesterol is probably similar in the 

two lipids.  This is a strong indicator that there is no direct hydrogen bond between the 

cholesterol hydroxyl group and the lipid interfacial region considering the significant 

differences between the two lipid backbones (sphingosine in SM and glycerol in DMPC).  

One explanation for the similarity is that in both systems the hydrogen-bonding partner 

of the cholesterol C3 hydroxyl is water.  It is also interesting to note that the shift of the 

C6 resonance is identical.  The C6 is the other double bond resonance and the fact that 

it is identical yet the adjacent double bonded C5 is shifted 0.7 ppm downfield in SM/Chol 

is unknown.   

 The 13C NMR chemical shifts of the cholesterol ring carbons display shifts to 

lower ppm between 0.1 and 0.4 ppm compared to DMPC/Chol.  The reason for these 

variations are unknown however, as quantum chemical shift calculations get better the 

reason for this variability in different lipid/Chol systems should be determinable [132].  

The alkyl tail of cholesterol showed some similarities and some differences.  The 

terminal methyls C26/C27 and the C25 methine group were 0.1 ppm lower than in 

DMPC/Chol while, C24 was identical and C23 and C22 were 0.1 and 0.3 ppm higher, 

respectively. Assuming exclusively that differences in the CH2 alkyl groups of cholesterol 

are due to the amount of trans/gauche conformers than the higher shifts observed for 

C23 and C22 carbons can be interpreted to result due to a higher fraction of trans 

conformations and thus a more ordered environment in SM/Chol compared to 

DMPC/Chol.  Further support for this comes from the 13C spectrum of SM/Chol below Tm 

where the shifts of the C23 and C22 carbons are to even higher ppm (0.5 ppm higher 

than in DMPC/Chol).  Taken together these results indicate a greater degree of order of 

the alkyl chain in SM/Chol above Tm compared to DMPC/Chol and that this ordering of 

cholesterol alkyl chain increases in SM/Chol below Tm.  If the assumption that the shifts 

of the CH2 cholesterol alkyl chain are correct and due to changes in the ratio of 

trans/gauche conformers then we can conclude that cholesterol ordering is directly 

correlated with the ordering of the lipid environment and that the two constituents 

interact cooperatively.  
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3.4 FSLG MAS NMR Conclusions 

The present chapter gives a full 1H/13C NMR assignment for SM/Chol bilayers.  

2D dipolar HETCOR NMR experiments aided in the spectral assignment of SM and 

allowed an expansion on previous assignments.  FSLG-HETCOR was presented on a 

bilayer lipid system for the first time and was shown to significantly improve resolution in 

the gel state while not being a requirement in the Lα phase or in SM/Chol bilayers below 

Tm.  The 
1H line width and the 13C chemical shift of CH2 resonances are sensitive to the 

ordering and mobility of the SM saturated chain.  The cholesterol 13C chemical shifts 

show some significant similarities and differences compared to DMPC/Chol.  It was 

shown that the chemical shift of the cholesterol alkyl tail can be used to measure 

cholesterol ordering.  The cholesterol chemical shift variations observed indicate a 

higher degree of order in SM/Chol bilayers compared to DMPC/Chol bilayers.  Other 

chemical shift differences indicate that the sterol-lipid interaction in SM is different than 

in DMPC.  The NMR techniques presented herein are broadly applicable to sterol-lipid 

interactions in the context of understanding the lipid raft phenomenon and should also 

be powerful methods for the study of protein-lipid interactions.             
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Table 3.1  1H chemical shifts in ppm of SM extracted from MAS NMR spectrum collected 
above the Tm (L phase) of SM. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.2.  13C chemical shifts in ppm of SM extracted from CP-MAS NMR spectra of 
pure SM and SM/Chol bilayers.  Spectra were obtained above and below the Tm of SM.  
 

a Acyl chain resonances including C4´-C13´/C7-C15. 
b Not resolved in this phase. 

Assignment SM La Phase 

H18/H16´ 0.9 
(CH2)n 1.3 
H3´ 1.6 
H6 2.1 
H2´ 2.2 
Hγ 3.2 
Hβ 3.7 

H1,2,3 4.1 
Hα 4.3 
H4 5.5 
H5 5.7 

Assignment SM Lβ Phase SM Lα Phase SM/Chol lo Phase 
(Below Tm) 

SM/Chol lo Phase 
(Above Tm) 

C18/C16´ 14.1/14.4 13.8 14.0 13.9 
C17/C15´ 23.9 22.8 23.4 23.0 

C3´ 27.5 26.5 27.2 26.9 
(CH2)n

a 30.8 29.9 30.6 30.6 
(CH2)n

a 32.5 30.5 32.2 31.5 
C16/C14´ 33.9 32.2 33.2 32.7 

C6 b 33.0 33.8 33.4 
C2´ 36.9 36.6 36.9 36.8 

Cγ/C2 54.3 54.3 54.3 54.4 
Cα 59.7 59.6 59.7 59.7 
C1 65.4 65.4 65.5 65.4 
Cβ 66.2 66.3 66.2 66.3 
C3 71.6 71.3 71.2 71.2 
C4 130.6 130.3 130.5 130.4 
C5 133.2 133.9 133.5 133.7 
C1´ 174.6 174.6 174.8 174.8 
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Table 3.3.  13C chemical shifts in ppm of cholesterol extracted from CP-MAS NMR 
spectra of SM/Chol bilayers.  Spectra were obtained above and below the Tm of SM. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a Not resolved in this phase. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Assignment SM/Chol lo Phase 
(Below Tm) 

SM/Chol lo Phase 
(Above Tm) 

C18 12.7 12.5 
C21 19.5 19.3 
C19 20.0 19.8 
C11 21.5 21.5 

C26/C27 22.4 22.4 
C15 24.9 24.9 
C23 25.7 25.3 
C25 28.3 28.1 
C16 28.7 28.6 
C2 31.3 30.6 

C7/C8 a a 
C10 36.9 36.8 

C20/C22 37.3 37.1 
C1 37.9 37.9 
C24 39.8 39.7 
C12 40.3 40.3 
C4 42.1 42.1 
C13 42.7 42.7 
C9 50.4 50.5 

C14/C17 57.0/57.3 57.1/57.3 
C3 71.1 71.2 
C6 120.6 120.7 
C5 141.8 141.7 
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A 

B 

 
 
Figure 3.1. 2D NMR pulse sequences for (A) 1H/13C dipolar HETCOR with CP 
polarization transfer and TPPM decoupling and (B) FSLG-HETCOR with LG-CP 
polarization transfer and TPPM decoupling (B). 
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A 

B 

 
 
Figure 3.2. The structure of (A) the primary component of egg SM and (B) cholesterol 
with the numbering nomenclature. 
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A 

B 

 
 
Figure 3.3. 1H MAS NMR spectrum collected at νR = 10 kHz and 325 K (above Tm) for 
(A) SM/Chol and (B) pure SM bilayers. 
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A 

B 

 
 
Figure 3.4. 1H MAS NMR spectrum collected at νR = 10 kHz and 301 K (below Tm) for 
(A) SM/Chol and (B) pure SM bilayers. 
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A 
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C 

D 

 
 
Figure 3.5. 13C CP-MAS NMR spectrum collected with a 2 ms contact time at 310 K 
(below Tm) for (A) SM/Chol and (B) pure SM bilayers.  A blow up of the crowded acyl 
chain region (10 - 45 ppm) is shown for (C) SM/Chol and (D) SM.  The superscript c 
denotes cholesterol resonances. 
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C 

D 

 
 
Figure 3.6. 13C CP-MAS NMR spectrum collected with a 2 ms contact time at 334 K 
(above Tm) for (A) SM/Chol and (B) pure SM bilayers.  A blow up of the crowded acyl 
chain region (10 - 45 ppm) is shown for (C) SM/Chol and (D) SM.   The superscript c 
denotes cholesterol resonances. 
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C 
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A 

 
 
Figure 3.7. 2D 1H/13C dipolar HETCOR NMR spectra with 1 ms contact time for SM at 
(A) 310 (below Tm) and (B) 334 K (above Tm).  2D 

1H/13C FSLG-HETCOR for (C) SM at 
310 K (below Tm).  
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A B 

 
 
Figure 3.8. 2D 1H/13C dipolar HETCOR NMR spectra with 1 ms contact time for SM/Chol 
at (A) 310 (below Tm) and (B) 334 K (above Tm).  The superscript c denotes cholesterol 
resonances. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Distinguishing Individual Lipid Headgroup 
Mobility and Phase Transitions in Raft Forming 

Lipid Mixtures with 
31
P MAS NMR 

 
 

4.1 Introduction to 31P MAS NMR of Lipid Mixtures 

Static 31P NMR has been extensively used for decades to study the structure and 

dynamics of multi-lamellar vesicles in various phospholipid systems [133-135]. These 

static NMR experiments produce 31P powder patterns that result solely from the 

chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) when 1H decoupling is applied.  The 31P CSA is 

sensitive to both headgroup geometry and local dynamics.  The phospholipid headgroup 

conformation can be extracted from the 31P CSA by orienting the membrane with respect 

to the NMR external magnetic field [136]. Since the CSA interaction is also sensitive to 

the headgroup dynamics, it has been successfully implemented to determine the types 

of local motions occurring in the gel (Lβ), intermediate (Pβ’), and liquid crystalline phases 

(Lα) of phospholipid membranes [137-139]. The presence of cholesterol [120, 126] and 

the degree of hydration [136] can greatly impact the CSA and provide insight into the 

interaction between the phospholipid and other select constituents.        

Static 31P NMR has been used to study a limited number of raft forming mixtures 

[140-143]. This method often suffers due to a lack of resolution resulting from 

overlapping powder patterns that make determination of the 31P CSA of the individual 

lipid components difficult [142, 143]. In contrast, 31P MAS NMR resolves resonances 

from distinct headgroup environments and is being implemented to a greater extent in 

the study of multi-component lipid mixtures [41, 79, 107, 144-148]. Another advantage of 

MAS NMR is that it requires significantly less sample compared to static NMR methods.  

In this work, we chose to study the mixture of DOPC/SM/Chol since the 31P NMR 

isotropic chemical shifts of the SM and DOPC headgroups are resolvable under 

moderate MAS conditions.  This permits extraction of the 31P CSA parameters (from the 

spinning sideband manifold), line widths, and relaxation times of the individual lipid 

components that form the lo and ld domains.   
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4.2 31P Materials and Methods 

 

4.2.1 Materials 

Egg SM, DOPC, and Chol were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids and used as 

received.  The SM had the following acyl chain composition: 84% 16:0, 6% 18:0, 2% 

20:0, 4% 22:0, 4% 24:0 and contained no unsaturated acyl chains.     

 

4.2.2 Sample Preparation 

Pure lipid samples were prepared by mixing the lipid with de-ionized water (pH = 

7.5) in a conical vial with a vortex mixer.  This was followed by a minimum of 5 freeze-

thaw cycles in dry ice and a warm water bath set to 333 K (above the liquid crystalline 

phase transition for DOPC and SM).  Buffer was not used in any of the lipid mixtures to 

prevent multilamellar vesicle (MLV) fragmentation due to freeze-thaw cycling in the 

presence of salt [149].  Thus, the samples in this study are large MLV’s greater than ~ 1 

µm in diameter.  Samples containing multiple lipid constituents were first combined and 

dissolved in chloroform followed by vacuum drying overnight to remove the solvent.  The 

samples were then hydrated with the above procedure. All lipid samples were 33 wt% 

phospholipid.  The binary Chol containing samples were 33 mol% Chol to be consistent 

with the Chol content of the raft forming lipid mixture that was 1:1:1 mol%.  The lipid 

samples were transferred to 4 mm zirconia MAS rotors and sealed with kel-F inserts and 

caps.  The typical volume of MLV sample for NMR analysis was 50-100 µL 

corresponding to 25-50 mg of phospholipid.  The samples were stored in a -20 ºC 

freezer when NMR experiments were not being performed.    

 

4.2.3 31P NMR Spectroscopy 

31P NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker Avance 600 spectrometer equipped 

with a 4 mm broad band MAS probe under both static and MAS conditions.  The MAS 

speed was set to 2 kHz and controlled to ± 1 Hz in all MAS experiments.  The 

temperature was varied between 296 and 320 K and controlled to ± 0.2 K with a Bruker 

VT unit.  Static spectra were obtained with a spin-echo sequence (π/2 - τ - π) where the 

π/2 pulse was 4.5 µs and the inter-pulse delay, τ, was 20 µs.  A moderate 1H two pulse 

phase modulation (TPPM) decoupling field strength of 22.5 kHz was applied following 

the π/2 pulse thru acquisition of the free induction decay using a 15º phase shift [114].  
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For the MAS experiments, a single pulse Bloch decay without 1H TPPM decoupling was 

utilized.  Spin-spin relaxation measurements (T2) were performed under MAS conditions 

with a rotor synchronized spin-echo.   A recycle delay of 3 s was utilized in all 

experiments.  The isotropic chemical shift was set using the secondary reference of solid 

NH4H2PO4 (δ = +0.8 ppm with respect to phosphoric acid δ = 0 ppm).  The extraction of 

the 31P CSA (∆σ), asymmetry parameter (η), full width at half maximum (FWHM), and 

deconvolutions necessary for T2 fitting were performed with the DMFIT software 

package [117].  The uncertainty in the FWHM ranged from ±2 to ±5 Hz, while the 

uncertainty in the determined ∆σ is ± 0.2 ppm. 

Due to the phosphorous headgroup rotational motion about the lipid bilayer 

normal in MLV’s, the chemical shielding tensor is averaged to an effective tensor that is 

axially symmetric.  The anisotropic part of this time-averaged tensor has been defined by 

Seelig as: 

 

       (4.1) 

        

        

where 
 
σ

i
 is the isotropic chemical shift, 

 
σ
||
 is the low intensity shoulder (
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33
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σ
11
 = 
 
σ
22
) of the axially symmetric powder 

pattern [134].  This definition of ∆σ differs from the formalism used in the DMFIT 

software package by a factor of 3/2 where the anisotropy from DMFIT (∆δ) is given by:  

 

33 iδ σ σ∆ = −           (4.2) 

 

and has been accounted for in the ∆σ reported here to remain consistent with the earlier 
31P work on phospholipid membranes [120, 133, 134, 136, 150]. The asymmetry 

parameter of the 31P shielding tensor is defined as: 

 

  

η =
σ
22

− σ
11( )

σ
33

− σ
i( )

         (4.3) 

where the principal components of the tensor are ordered in the following manner: |σ33- 

σi|>|σ22- σi|>|σ11- σi|. In the DMFIT program the minimization of the fitting error uses a 

∆σ = σ || − σ ⊥ =
3

2
(σ || − σ i )
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quadratic distance between the simulated and experimental spectra with an iterative 

constrained gradient protocol involving the partial derivatives of all parameters in the line 

shape model [117]. For chemically shift resolved components the fits for both the static 

and MAS spectra were relatively sensitive to variations in ∆σ, η and the line-width. The 

exception to this was the situation where an overlap of two different SM line shapes 

were present, in which case the fits of the MAS NMR spectra were poorly behaved. For 

these overlapping MAS simulations the value of η was fixed to that obtained from the 

static spectra to improve convergence.   

 

4.3 31P MAS NMR Results and Discussion 

 

4.3.1 Static 31P NMR Characterization 

The static 31P NMR spectra for SM, SM/Chol, DOPC, DOPC/Chol, DOPC/SM, 

and DOPC/SM/Chol are displayed in Figure 4.1 at two different temperatures.  In all 

these mixtures DOPC is above its liquid crystalline phase transition temperature (Tm) of 

255.7 K, and should exist in the Lα liquid crystalline state [151].  SM has a Tm of ~ 313 K 

and therefore, is in either the gel or liquid crystalline state, depending on the observation 

temperature, 296 K or 318 K, respectively [152, 153].  For SM in the gel phase (Figure 

4.1A, 296 K), the 31P powder pattern is comprised of two components: one that is axially 

asymmetric with ∆σ = 56.1 ppm and η = 0.7, and an axially symmetric pattern with ∆σ = 

54.0 ppm and η = 0.0.  This result is consistent with previous static 31P NMR results on 

SM in the gel phase where both an axially symmetric component and an asymmetric 

component were required to fit the 31P powder pattern [102].  When the temperature is 

raised above the Lα phase transition (Figure 4.1A, 318 K), the static 31P NMR spectrum 

of SM collapses to a single, axially symmetric component (η = 0) with ∆σ = 45.2 ppm. 

This ∆σ is slightly larger than that recently reported for oriented egg SM [139] and close 

to the value of 45.8 ppm reported by Shaikh et al. on unoriented SM [140]. This 

dynamically averaged 31P powder pattern results from axial rotation of the 

phosphodiester moiety about the bilayer normal, bond librations, and overall lipid 

fluctuations and rotations [138, 154]. The substantially smaller CSA of the Lα state 

compared to the Lβ state is attributed to the considerable decrease in the correlation 

times of these headgroup motions by greater than one to two orders of magnitude [138].     
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 The binary SM/Chol sample (Figure 4.1B) displays an axially symmetric powder 

pattern (η = 0) both above and below the Lα phase transition (~ 313 K), with a ∆σ ~ 44 

ppm.  This axially symmetric CSA is similar to pure SM in the Lα state, but the presence 

of Chol has reduced ∆σ by ~ 3%.  Similar results were observed for bovine brain SM 

bilayers containing cholesterol, where an axially symmetric powder pattern was 

observed below the Lα phase transition of SM down to 0 ºC [126]. This reduction in ∆σ at 

296 K (below Tm) presumably occurs due to a partitioning of cholesterol between the SM 

lipid molecules in the bilayer that disrupts the packing of the saturated chains and 

permits headgroup rotation similar to that occurring in the Lα phase of pure SM.  The 

effect of Chol incorporation on phospholipid bilayers has been previously monitored with 

static 2H and 31P NMR where the dynamic averaging of the hydrocarbon chain and 

headgroup regions of the lipid were monitored with the two techniques, respectively 

[120]. 2H NMR detected an increase in the ordering of the hydrocarbon chain above Tm 

with the incorporation of Chol while, 31P NMR revealed a decrease in the ordering of the 

headgroup moiety below Tm when Chol is incorporated in the bilayer. 

The DOPC (Figure 4.1C) and DOPC/Chol (Figure 4.1D) samples yield similar 

axially symmetric (η = 0) powder patterns at both temperatures since both are above the 

Tm of DOPC (255.7 K).  The Chol containing sample reveals a CSA ~ 2 ppm smaller at 

296 K and ~ 1 ppm smaller at 318 K compared to pure DOPC.  This change in 31P CSA 

is consistent with previous studies on DOPC bilayers containing cholesterol where ~ 2 

ppm decrease in CSA was also observed [155]. This result shows that although small, 

Chol has a detectable effect on the 31P CSA of DOPC in the Lα state.  Similar 

observations have been reported for the 31P CSA of DPPC and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DPPE) in the Lα phase, where a ~ 2 to 3 ppm decrease 

was observed for 1:1 mixtures with cholesterol [120, 121]. This small decrease in 

headgroup ordering in DOPC with incorporation of Chol occurs in conjunction with an 

increased degree of chain ordering as revealed by 2H NMR [33].  

The binary DOPC/SM mixture (Figure 4.1E) exhibits a single axially symmetric 

pattern with a CSA comparable to the pure DOPC sample or the SM/Chol mixture. There 

is no evidence of overlapping powder patterns as seen in the pure SM (Figure 4.1A) 

sample. This result shows that DOPC has a similar influence on the dynamics of the 

headgroup region of SM as cholesterol does; increasing the headgroup dynamics that 

occur below Tm. This experimental observation provides strong evidence that SM and 

DOPC are completely miscible in this mixture, displaying no sign of phase separation.   
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The ternary raft forming phase DOPC/SM/Chol (Figure 4.1F) results in a slightly 

asymmetric powder pattern with ∆σ = ~ 43 ppm and η = 0.1 above and below the Lα 

phase transition of SM.  

The asymmetric shape (η ≠ 0) of the raft forming mixture DOPC/SM/Chol could 

provide some evidence for overlapping axially symmetric CSA powder patterns.  

Previous static 31P NMR on related POPE/SM/Chol mixtures gave results that were 

similar, although much clearer shoulders were observed in that study permitting the 

extraction of the individual CSA parameters for POPE and SM from spectral simulation 

of the static 31P NMR line shape [140]. While DOPC and SM have indistinguishable CSA 

powder patterns in the ternary phase (Figure 4.1F), the isotropic chemical shift can be 

resolved under 1D MAS conditions, and was pursued to extract the 31P CSA parameters 

of the individual components (discussed in the next section).   

In a previous static 31P NMR study on DOPC/SM/Chol, a splitting of the powder 

pattern was observed that was attributed to potential phase separation as the Chol 

content was increased to a value of 30 mol% [141]. This splitting of the 31P powder 

pattern was not observed here however, the asymmetric shape could indicate the 

presence of two overlapping patterns. It is also important to note that no isotropic 

components (δ ~ 0) were observed in any of the static 31P NMR spectra shown in Figure 

4.1.  This indicates that stable bilayers (>  500 nm) were formed in all of these samples 

with no spherical micelle structures or regions of high bilayer curvature leading to 

isotropic averaging of the 31P CSA tensor. 

 

4.3.2 31P MAS NMR Characterization of Binary Systems  

The 31P MAS NMR spectra were also collected on the six lipid mixtures and are 

presented in Figure 4.2.  The spinning sideband manifold for pure SM was fit with a 

symmetric (∆σ = 49.4 ppm, η = 0.0) and an asymmetric (∆σ = 56.8 ppm, η = 0.7) 

component to maintain consistency with the static model below Tm (Figure 4.2A, 296 K).  

The line widths (FWHM = 700, 250 Hz) are broad compared to the MAS spectra of the 

other lipid mixtures and the two components extracted from the static 31P NMR spectrum 

are not as apparent. As noted in the experimental section these overlapping MAS 

simulations are poorly constrained and required fixing of the η values from those 

obtained from the static NMR spectra. It is also possible to fit the pure SM (below Tm) 

with a single spectra component, but the error was slightly larger than that obtained with 

the overlapping two component simulation. This result shows an example in which it can 
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often be advantageous to run both static and MAS NMR to detect multiple phases in 

heterogeneous lipids like SM.  Above Tm (Figure 4.2A, 318 K), the 
31P MAS NMR 

spectrum shows an axially symmetric powder pattern with a dramatically decreased CSA 

(∆σ = 43.2 ppm) and line width (FWHM = 51 Hz) compared to the gel phase.  This is in 

agreement with the static observations of unoriented and oriented samples and 

consistent with SM being in the Lα state [139].   

The 31P MAS spectrum of the SM/Chol sample (Figure 4.2B, 296 K) displayed a 

significant decrease in ∆σ compared to the pure SM sample below Tm (Figure 4.2A, 296 

K) similar to the static results.  For this mixture the MAS line width (FWHM = 270 Hz) is 

much broader than the line width (FWHM = 51 Hz) for the pure SM sample in the Lα 

phase (Figure 4.2A, 318 K). This shows that although the magnitude of the CSA 

decreases for the SM/Chol mixture (below Tm) to a value comparable to that observed in 

the pure SM Lα state, the SM headgroup dynamics in the Chol containing sample are not 

identical to the Lα phase of pure SM.  Above Tm the SM/Chol sample does display a line 

width (FWHM = 51 Hz) comparable to the Lα phase of pure SM.  This change in line 

width when the temperature is increased from 296 K to 318 K provides strong evidence 

that the SM/Chol sample does undergo some form of phase transition involving a 

decrease in molecular correlation times that is more easily discernable as a change in 

the MAS line width than a change in 31P CSA (discussed further below).    

 The 31P MAS NMR spectra of the DOPC (Figure 4.2C) and DOPC/Chol (Figure 

4.2D) samples display very similar behavior compared to the static spectra at 296 K and 

318 K.  Axially symmetric spinning sideband patterns are observed with slightly smaller 

CSA’s (~ 1 ppm) for the Chol containing samples at both temperatures. The line widths 

are very similar for measurements made on both samples at both temperatures (FWHM 

≈ 40 Hz).  This is consistent with DOPC being in the Lα phase in all four experiments.  It 

should be noted that for measurements on SM and DOPC in the presence of Chol and 

without, the magnitude of the CSA extracted from the MAS spectra are slightly smaller 

than those observed under static conditions.   The reason static spectra yield slightly 

larger CSA’s compared to the MAS spectra is not clear however, one possibility for the 

discrepancy could be due to partial alignment of the lipid bilayers in the high NMR 

magnetic field.  Lipid molecules have a negative anisotropic magnetic susceptibility and 

thus, have a tendency to align with their long axis perpendicular to the magnetic field.  

This results in the MLV having an ellipsoidal shape that skews the resulting 31P powder 

pattern [156]. The fits of the static 31P spectra obtained in this study assume a random 
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distribution of orientations. This assumption could be a possible source of error.  Under 

MAS conditions the orientational ordering is dramatically reduced [157] therefore, the 

CSA’s extracted from MAS spectra are presumably more accurate than the ones 

extracted from the static spectra.  Further, it has been theoretically shown that MAS 

spectra give more reliable results than static spectra when extracting the magnitude of 

the CSA [158]. When comparing static-to-static spectra and MAS-to-MAS spectra the 

variations observed for the different samples are consistent. 

 

4.3.3 31P MAS NMR Characterization of Ternary Mixtures 

The 31P MAS NMR spectra for the DOPC/SM and DOPC/SM/Chol samples are 

shown in Figure 4.2E and 4.2F, respectively. The 31P MAS NMR spectrum of the 

DOPC/SM sample resolves the isotropic chemical shift of DOPC and SM that are -1.0 

and -0.4 ppm.  In contrast to the glycerol backbone in DOPC, the SM lipid possesses a 

sphingosine backbone allowing for inter-molecular hydrogen bonding between the C3 

hydroxyl group and the amide hydrogen, plus intra-molecular hydrogen bonding between 

the hydroxyl group and the phosphoryl oxygen of the headgroup. Molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations [127, 159] and 31P liquid-state NMR [128] results favor the later intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding pair although, a finite possibility also exists for intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding between the phosphoryl oxygen and the amide hydrogen 

according to one of the MD studies [127]. This 0.6 ppm decrease in the 31P chemical 

shift in comparing DOPC and SM has been attributed to the presence of these hydrogen 

bonding motifs within SM that do not exist in phosphatidylcholines [160]. The presence 

of these different hydrogen bonding arrangements may result in differences in the 

headgroup interaction with water between the two lipids. An expansion of the isotropic 

chemical shift range is shown in Figure 4.3 where the resonance lines of the pure 

components can be compared with the mixtures.  The isotropic 31P chemical shifts for 

the individual lipid headgroups in the DOPC/SM mixture was identical to the pure lipid 

chemical shifts and did not vary as a function of temperature or with addition of 

cholesterol (33 mol%) arguing that if hydrogen bonding is responsible for the decrease in 

the 31P chemical shift of SM the hydrogen bonding motif does not appear to vary for the 

different mixtures and temperatures investigated. 
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4.3.4 Variation of 31P CSA for Mixtures 

It is interesting to compare the magnitude of the CSA extracted from the 31P MAS 

spectra of DOPC/SM and DOPC/SM/Chol to those of the pure lipid mixtures. In the 

DOPC/SM mixture at 296 K (below Tm of SM), the CSA of DOPC is ~ 2 ppm larger (~ 5 

%) than the CSA observed in pure DOPC, while the CSA of SM is ~ 10 ppm smaller (~ 

18 %) than the CSA observed for pure SM (Figure 4.2). For the DOPC/SM mixture the 

DOPC resonance also displays ~ 2 ppm decrease in CSA at 318 K compared to the 

measurement at 296 K; however, the value of the DOPC 31P CSA is ~ 1 ppm larger than 

that observed for pure DOPC at 318 K. These results, along with the continued 

observation of the SM gel to Lα phase transition with temperature (see discussion below 

on SM 31P CSA temperature variation) demonstrates that the SM is still in the ordered 

gel phase at 296 K.  It is known that for phospholipids with different Tm that either the 

mixture can remain uniform or cooperative phase separation can occur, with a coexisting 

gel and Lα phases. If a phase separation did occur there are limits to the lipid 

composition of the coexisting phases. In one limiting case the gel phase can be 

assumed to be composed entirely of SM, which would predict a ∆σ ~ 55 ppm (pure SM 

at 296 K) significantly larger than observed experimentally. This would also predict the Lα 

phase to be composed entirely of DOPC, giving rise to ∆σ ~ 42 ppm, which is smaller 

than the ∆σ ~ 45.4 ppm observed experimentally. Based on the observed headgroup 

dynamics this type of pure phase separation does not appear to occur. Intermediate to 

this limit is a gel phase enriched in SM with a minor concentration of DOPC, along with a 

minor concentration of SM in the DOPC rich Lα phase. There is no evidence of two SM 

phases (or two DOPC phases) coexisting in the present 31P NMR experiments, but it 

would be difficult to resolve overlapped SM (or DOPC) phases with small differences in 

∆σ. In addition, it may also be possible for the coexisting gel and Lα phases to be in 

rapid exchange giving rise to an averaged ∆σ (see discussion below on time and length 

scales). To distinguish these possibilities using 31P NMR will be difficult and will require 

careful studies of these mixtures as a function of relative concentration. For the present 

study we will report the single parameter or averaged ∆σ values assuming these lipid 

mixtures are homogeneous. Under this assumption, these results illustrate a cooperative 

effect between lipid constituents. The presence of DOPC greatly increases the SM 

headgroup mobility and subsequent motional averaging of the SM 31P CSA tensor. 

These experiments also reveal that the 31P CSA of DOPC does not remain unchanged 

with the incorporation of SM, but increases slightly, consistent with a decrease in DOPC 
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headgroup motions, although the impact of DOPC on SM appears to be larger than the 

SM impact on DOPC. These observations are in agreement with the static 31P 

experiments; however, the 31P MAS NMR results are unique in that they yield an exact 

measure of the variation in the 31P CSA for the two individual components.  

A similar argument can be made for the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture where the 31P 

CSA of SM is ~ 5 ppm smaller than the binary DOPC/SM sample at both 296 K and 318 

K. Similarly, the 31P CSA of DOPC in the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture is ~ 3 ppm smaller 

than the binary mixture. In this case a pure phase separated gel phase SM/Chol 

composition would predict a ∆σ ~ 43.2 ppm at 296 K for SM, while experimentally it is ~ 

42.0 ppm. The corresponding pure DOPC Lα would predict a ∆σ ~ 43.2 ppm, while again 

a smaller value of 42 ppm was observed. Again in these 31P MAS NMR studies there is 

no evidence of this type of phase separation, but additional experiments would be 

required to fully unravel this. Assuming a homogeneous mixture these experiments show 

that the presence of Chol increases the headgroup motion of both lipids, although the 

impact of Chol on the SM headgroup is larger. The fact that the SM 31P CSA is smaller in 

the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture both above and below Tm compared to the SM/Chol (33% 

Chol) binary mixture could indicate a higher relative amount (> 33%) of Chol present in 

the SM domain of the ternary mixture.  However, considering the large effect DOPC has 

on the headgroup of SM (Figure 4.2E) the cooperative effect of DOPC and Chol 

presence cannot be ruled out as the cause of the SM 31P CSA reduction in the ternary 

mixture. Further work is in progress where the Chol concentration is varied to distinguish 

these cooperative lipid effects and the sole impact of Chol, and will be presented 

elsewhere. These results also show that if phase separation occurs into cholesterol-rich 

SM domains below Tm, that there must still be some Chol present and interacting with 

the DOPC component since it too displays a decrease in 31P CSA to a value comparable 

to that observed in the DOPC/Chol binary mixture. This is in agreement with previous 2H 

NMR and AFM results that indicate there is cholesterol present in the DOPC ld domains 

[28, 33] as well as more recent PFG studies on the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture which shows 

that there is preferential enrichment of Chol and SM in the lo domains, but with lateral 

diffusion rates between those of pure ternary DOPC/Chol and SM/Chol mixtures. Again 

note that the resolution of the individual headgroup resonances afforded by 31P MAS 

NMR allows these subtle variations in the lipid headgroup dynamics to be directly 

measured. 
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4.3.5 Variation of 31P Line Width for Mixtures 

The line widths of the 31P isotropic resonances are different for the mixtures and 

pure lipid samples, and change as a function of temperature particularly for SM.  The 31P 

line width of SM below its Tm is much narrower (FWHM = 102 Hz) in the mixture with 

DOPC (Figure 4.3B, 296 K) than in the pure SM sample where the FWHM = 250 and 

700 Hz (Figure 4.3D, 296 K).  However, above the Tm of SM the 
31P line widths (FWHM 

= 58 Hz) are comparable in the DOPC/SM mixture. In the DOPC/SM/Chol sample below 

Tm the line widths of the different lipid resonances are not identical, where the FWHM = 

71 Hz for SM and 53 Hz for DOPC.  Above Tm comparable 31P line widths are observed 

with the FWHM = 58 Hz for both lipid headgroups.  These results show that SM 

undergoes a liquid crystalline phase transition and the difference in line width between 

SM and DOPC below the SM Tm indicates a lower degree of mobility and/or an 

increased heterogeneity of headgroup environments for SM compared to DOPC. 

Additional discussion about this change is presented in the T2 section below.  This 

variation in the 31P line width is consistent with prior interpretations regarding ternary 

mixtures of saturated lipids, unsaturated lipids and cholesterol that form coexisting liquid 

phases below Tm.  The saturated lipid is in a lo state while the unsaturated lipid is in a 

liquid crystalline ld state [21-24, 26]. This separation into lo and ld phases presumably 

results in slight differences in mobility that are borne out in the line width.  Above Tm both 

DOPC and SM have comparable line widths and therefore, both appear to exist in a 

liquid crystalline ld state. 

 

4.3.6 Variation of the SM 31P CSA with Temperature 

While variations in the 31P CSA have been noted above for changes in the lipid 

composition, it is also instructive to take a detailed look at the variation in the SM 31P 

CSA as a function of temperature. The CSA of SM extracted from the 31P MAS spectra 

as a function of temperature for the different lipid mixtures is displayed in Figure 4.4.  

For pure SM, the 31P CSA decreases as the temperature increases and displays two 

transitions: a small one at 306 K that is attributed to a gel-gel transition and a major one 

at 314 K that is attributed to the gel-liquid crystalline phase transition.  This is in excellent 

agreement with previous static 31P NMR results that report a gel-gel transition at 306 K 

and the formation of an almost exclusively Lα bilayer at 314 K for SM [102]. For the pure 

SM there is also a small reduction in the 31P CSA observed at 300 K, along with a 

gradual decrease in the CSA approaching the Lα phase transition. This gradual decrease 
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is not surprising considering that naturally occurring SM is heterogeneous having 

different acyl chain lengths producing complex phase behavior where multiple different 

gel phases have been proposed [102, 161] and a very broad asymmetric Lα phase 

transition is observed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [118, 162]. For the other 

lipid mixtures (Figure 4.4), changes in the 31P CSA at the phase transitions are much 

less apparent, although some minor variations are observed.  The relative decrease in 

the SM 31P CSA occurs in the following order: SM > SM/DOPC > SM/Chol > 

DOPC/SM/Chol.  From these trends cholesterol has a larger impact than DOPC on the 

reduction of the SM 31P CSA (and correspondingly the increased headgroup dynamics). 

Also note that DOPC and Chol have the largest combined effect on SM where the 

smallest 31P CSA was observed for the ternary DOPC/SM/Chol mixture, again 

suggesting cooperative lipid effects in these mixtures. The 31P CSA variations for DOPC 

in these mixtures as a function of temperature are very minor, reflecting that DOPC is in 

the Lα phase for the entire temperature range investigated. 

 

4.3.7 Line Width Variation for SM with Temperature 

Since the 31P MAS NMR line width (FWHM) of SM varies greatly in the different 

mixtures it was also monitored as a function of temperature as shown in Figure 4.5.  For 

pure SM, the FWHM increases as the temperature is increased and the Lα phase 

transition is approached (~ 314K).  Above this transition a drastic, order of magnitude 

decrease in the 31P FWHM is observed.  The increase in 31P FWHM prior to the Lα 

transition was initially surprising because the 31P CSA decreases across this range 

indicating an increase in motional averaging yet, a broadening of the 31P resonance 

could be an indication of a change in motional correlation time. This increased line 

broadening might also be attributed to heterogeneities in the SM sample resulting in a 

distribution of chemical shifts commonly observed in NMR spectra of disordered and/or 

heterogeneous systems.  Contributions of the chemical shift distribution to the line width 

were estimated by measuring the 31P MAS T2 relaxation time which is found to correlate 

well with the line width observations (see below).  Therefore, it appears that for pure SM 

there is a restriction in some motional process prior to the main Lα transition. Similar 

observations have been made in DPPC [162] and 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-Glycero-3-

Phosphocholine (DMPC) [138] where the formation of a rippled phase, Pβ΄, occurs prior 

to the main transition.  It has been shown by 14N MAS NMR [163] and 31P NMR [138] 

that some of the motional dynamics, particularly in the headgroup region, are slower in 
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the Pβ΄ rippled phase than in the Lβ΄ gel phase or Lα liquid crystalline phase. This 

difference in dynamics has been detected as a broadening of the line width in the 14N 

MAS NMR of DPPC and a decrease in 31P T2 relaxation time of DMPC in the Pβ΄ phase.  

This Pβ΄ rippled phase is usually detected as a distinct pre-transition that occurs prior to 

the main Lα phase transition of saturated chain phosphatidylcholines like DPPC and 

DMPC using DSC. This distinct pre-transition is not observed in the DSC of SM [118, 

162] however, some reports do indicate the existence of a rippled morphology in 

naturally occurring SM [162, 164]. The 31P MAS NMR line width results presented here 

for pure SM further support the existence of a dynamically restricted, presumably Pβ΄ 

rippled phase in egg SM.    

The 31P FWHM of SM or DOPC in the other lipid mixtures (DOPC, DOPC/Chol, 

DOPC/SM, SM/Chol) do not show any indication of a similar dynamically restricted 

environment across the temperature range studied. The SM 31P line width does 

decrease as the Lα phase transition is approached in the other mixtures, but it is not 

nearly as sharp as the transition observed for pure SM. These observations are 

consistent with reports on phosphatidylcholine/Chol mixtures that indicate a 

disappearance of the rippled phase pre-transition in the presence of cholesterol for 

concentrations greater than 20% [165-168].  

 

4.3.8 Variation of 31P MAS NMR T2 with Temperature   

To confirm that the trends observed in the 31P FWHM were due to mobility 

variations and not chemical shift heterogeneities, the 31P NMR T2 relaxation times were 

measured across the same temperature range.  The 31P T2 of pure SM and SM/Chol is 

shown in Figure 4.6A as a function of temperature.  For the pure SM sample the results 

are very similar to the 31P FWHM results depicted in Figure 4.4. The T2 shows a 

decrease prior to the liquid crystalline phase transition that correlates well with the 

observed increase in the FWHM, followed by a large increase as the Lα phase transition 

is reached, and finally a leveling off as the transition is surpassed.  The 31P T2 value for 

pure SM below Lα predicts a line width ~4 times narrower than the observed value. 

Therefore, it appears that below Lα some of the SM 31P line width contributions can be 

attributed to chemical shift distributions as a result of the heterogeneous nature of egg 

SM, and is in agreement with the multi-component static 31P powder pattern observed in 

Figure 4.1A, (296K).  The decrease in 31P T2 observed prior to the Lα transition 

correlates well with the increase in the 31P FWHM, arguing that this observed variation is 
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the result of a decrease in headgroup dynamics.  The decrease in the 31P T2 is again 

consistent with formation of a motionally restricted phase (similar to the rippled phase) 

prior to the Lα transition. In the SM/Chol mixture, the 31P T2 gradually increases until the 

Lα phase transition is reached displaying no sign of this motionally restricted headgroup 

dynamic.  Again this is consistent with the previously observed elimination of the pre-

transition and rippled phase in DPPC mixtures with similar amounts of cholesterol [165-

168]. The phase transition of the SM/Chol mixture is significantly broader than the pure 

SM sample consistent with DSC results [129, 130].   

 The 31P T2 as a function of temperature for SM in the DOPC/SM and 

DOPC/SM/Chol mixtures are displayed in Figure 4.6B. For DOPC/SM, the SM T2 

increases with a step at 306 K and the main Lα phase transition (314 K). The initial 
31P T2 

value is comparable to that observed in pure SM in the gel state which suggests that SM 

in the DOPC/SM mixture is in a solid ordered gel state below Tm.  The slight dip in T2 at 

306 K could provide some evidence that there is a small gel-gel transition that is still 

observed similar to pure SM.  In the raft forming DOPC/SM/Chol lipid mixture, the 31P T2 

of SM gradually increases towards the Lα phase transition and then levels off above 314 

K.  These trends are consistent with SM in the DOPC/SM/Chol mixture being in a lo state 

below Tm (T2 between 9-10 ms) where the dynamics are not as slow as in the solid 

ordered gel state which is observed for SM in DOPC/SM (T2 = ~2 ms) and still 

undergoes a broad phase transition to a ld liquid crystalline state (T2 between 11 and 13 

ms).  This transition is extremely broad, but observable by monitoring subtle variations in 

dynamics from T2 measurements and the line width.  The 31P T2 of DOPC remains 

relatively consistent across the temperature range in all the lipid mixtures studied with a 

value between 14.5 and 16.5 ms.    

 It is interesting to note the contributions from heteronuclear dipolar coupling to 

the 31P line broadening observed for SM in these lipid mixtures.  The 31P MAS NMR 

spectra presented in this report were collected without 1H decoupling. For pure SM 

(below Tm) the inclusion of 
1H decoupling narrows the line width from ~400 to ~200 Hz, 

demonstrating that residual 1H-31P dipolar coupling are still present under MAS at 2 kHz.  

Above Tm, there is no change in the  
31P MAS line widths with the incorporation of 1H 

decoupling, demonstrating that in the Lα phase any residual 
1H-31P dipolar coupling is 

completely averaged by the combination of phospholipid headgroup motion and MAS. 

By obtaining 31P MAS spectra without 1H decoupling subtle differences in headgroup 

dynamics could be distinguished by changes in the 31P line width and T2 due to the 
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presence of the residual heteronuclear dipolar coupling. These small variations in 

headgroup dynamics were not readily determined from 31P CSA variations.              

 

4.3.9 Limits on Time and Length Scales 

The observation of powder patterns and spinning sidebands in the 31P NMR 

spectra provides a way to determine limits for motional timescales and domain sizes.  

The CSA is the dominant nuclear interaction for 31P, and scales linearly with magnetic 

field strength. For a 14.1 T magnetic field the observed residual 31P anisotropy of σ∆  ~ 

42 ppm, corresponds to a ~ 10 kHz interaction. As noted above the lack of an 

observable isotropic resonance in the static spectra of any of the lipid mixtures 

investigated in this study demonstrates that there are no large scale motions on a time 

scale <100 µs. In some systems such rapid motions may exist for high curvature regions 

or isotropic phases giving rise to a motionally averaged isotropic resonance; but that is 

not observed for the present DOPC/SM/Chol systems. The observation of a typical, non-

distorted 31P CSA powder patterns and spinning sidebands patterns also provides a limit 

on the size of the MLV. It has been previously demonstrated that rapid lateral diffusion of 

the lipid along the curvature of the liposome results in a change of the lipid normal 

orientation with respect to the magnetic field and can give rise to averaging or exchange 

of different frequencies within the 31P CSA pattern. This liposome radius (R) is related to 

the effective lipid lateral diffusion ( Dτ ) by 6 L DR D τ= , where DL is the lateral diffusion 

coefficient. Recent PFG 1H NMR measurements of  DL in the DOPC/SM/CHOL raft 

forming mixture have measured DL to range between 1-10 x 10-12 m2/s, depending on 

the temperature, cholesterol content, phase (lo vs. ld) and the lipid measured [169]. For 

this range of diffusion constants, the lack of a distorted CSA line shape limits the 

curvature to R >> 50 nm. This is consistent with 31P two-dimensional exchange 

experiments that have measured the radii in pure lipid MLV between 300 and 1000 nm 

[170, 171].  

For the DOPC/SM and the raft forming DOPC/SM/Chol mixture below Tm the lack 

of discernable different CSA patterns overlapping for SM (or DOPC) would suggest that 

SM is predominantly incorporated in the lo phase, with no or a very low concentration in 

the ld (Lα) phase which is predominantly DOPC (see additional discussion above in 

section on variation of 31P CSA for mixtures). The other possibility is that the 31P CSA 

observed is a weighted average due to rapid exchange of the lipids between the lo and ld 
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phase on the timescale of 100’s µs (assuming a ~10 ppm difference in the CSA between 

lo and ld phases). This averaging would require very small domain sizes on the order of 

10’s of nm. Interestingly recent PFG NMR studies on this ternary lipid mixture found that 

the exchange between the phases was slow on the PFG time scale of 50 - 250 ms. 

Obviously additional studies will be required to unravel this information. 

The final timescale limit involves the variation of line width in SM as a function of 

temperature (Figure 4.5). Based on the differences between the line width with and 

without 1H decoupling, there is a residual heteronuclear 1H-31P dipolar coupling under 

MAS of ~ 200 Hz.  The sensitivity of the line width during this temperature range 

suggests that motions on the 5 ms timescale are occurring in SM during the phase 

transition. This time scale is slower, but consistent, with an increased rotational 

correlation time (~30 µs) of SM compared to DMPC reported by Malcolm and co-workers 

[139]. These longer SM correlation times were attributed to the existence of inter- and 

intra-molecular hydrogen bonding in SM. 

 

4.4 31P MAS NMR Conclusions 

The 31P MAS NMR for the model lipid membrane mixtures SM, SM/Chol, DOPC, 

DOPC/Chol, SM/DOPC and SM/DOPC/Chol have been obtained. The 31P MAS NMR is 

complementary to static 31P NMR measurements and allowed the ability to resolve the 

SM and DOPC lipids within raft forming mixtures. The individual 31P CSA parameters 

were measured for the SM and DOPC components that comprise the lo and ld phases 

within these mixtures. The 31P MAS line widths and T2 measurements detected subtle 

differences in the headgroup dynamics for the different lipids as a function of mixture 

composition and temperature.  These 31P MAS NMR results show that cholesterol is not 

completely excluded from the DOPC ld domains during raft formation. Similarly the 

headgroup dynamics support a lo state for SM below Tm in the ternary mixture. These 

results also highlight cooperative lipid effects within these raft forming mixtures and 

demonstrate that 31P MAS NMR is a powerful tool for probing raft formation in the more 

complex ternary samples. 

 These 31P NMR results provide additional insight into the current view of raft 

formation in lipid systems.  Two main arguments are typically presented when 

discussing the formation of raft phases from a molecular point of view. The first 

argument is that chain packing effects (i.e. cholesterol prefers to interact with saturated 

chain lipids over unsaturated lipids) help drive lipid raft formation. Headgroup 
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interactions may also play an indirect role in chain packing. The second molecular 

interaction forwarded for impacting raft formation is the potential for hydrogen-bond 

formation between the cholesterol OH moiety and the lipid backbone and/or hydrogen 

bonding between lipid headgroups. In the case of SM the cholesterol/lipid interaction can 

occur at the OH, NH or carbonyl sites and may involve bridging water molecules 

between the sphingolipid and OH of cholesterol. Presently the chain packing argument 

appears to be favored when discussing the main driving force for phase separation into 

co-existing liquid phases. These chain packing effects are most directly measured using 
2H NMR, and as such will be the molecular level interactions highlighted by such studies. 

However, headgroup and backbone interactions need to be explicitly considered, 

especially in light of the impact of DOPC on the SM headgroup dynamics shown in the 

present study along with recent results that indicate cholesterol prefers SM over DPPC 

in model raft formers [33]. SM and DPPC have identical headgroups, similar saturated 

chain lengths, and a comparable Tm, but have substantially different backbones.  These 

observations suggest that the sphingosine backbone may influence the preference of 

cholesterol for sphingolipids over glycerophospholipids.  The 31P MAS NMR results 

presented here show that there are subtle variations in the headgroup dynamics of SM 

in raft forming mixtures and may provide some evidence for variability in inter- and 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding motifs when cholesterol-rich SM rafts are formed. It is 

clear that any future models describing the formation of rafts in lipid mixtures must 

include the impact on both acyl chain and headgroup dynamics, and that 31P MAS NMR 

provides an alternative probe of these dynamics. 
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Figure 4.1  The static 31P NMR spectra of (A) SM, (B) SM/Chol (33 mol%), (C) DOPC, 
(D) DOPC/Chol (33 mol%), (E) DOPC/SM, and (F) DOPC/SM/Chol.  Spectra collected at 
temperatures below (296 K) and above (318 K) the Tm (~ 313 K) of SM are shown.  The 
fits with the extracted CSA parameters are also displayed in the figure.  The parameters 
extracted for SM are indicated first for samples containing both SM and DOPC. 
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Figure 4.2  The 31P MAS NMR spectra of (A) SM, (B) SM/Chol (33 mol%), (C) DOPC, 
(D) DOPC/Chol (33 mol%), (E) DOPC/SM, and (F) DOPC/SM/Chol.  Spectra collected at 
temperatures below (296 K) and above (318 K) the Tm of SM are shown.  The fits with 
the extracted CSA parameters are also displayed in the figure.  The parameters 
extracted for SM are indicated first for samples containing both SM and DOPC. 
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Figure 4.3 Isotropic chemical shift region of 31P MAS NMR spectra of (A) 
DOPC/SM/Chol, (B) DOPC/SM, (C) DOPC, (D) SM.  Spectra collected below (296 K) 
and above (318 K) the Tm of SM are shown. 
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Figure 4.4 The magnitude of 31P CSA (∆σ) extracted from fitting the MAS spinning 
sideband manifold for SM component as a function of temperature in lipid bilayer 
mixtures: (•) SM, (+) DOPC/SM, (*) SM/Chol, (▲) DOPC/SM/Chol. 
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Figure 4.5   The 31P MAS NMR full width at half maximum (FWHM) for SM resonance as 
a function of temperature in lipid bilayer mixtures: (•) SM, (+) DOPC/SM, (*) SM/Chol, 
(▲) DOPC/SM/Chol. 
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Figure 4.6 The 31P MAS NMR T2 relaxation times measured for SM resonance with rotor 
synchronized spin-echo on MAS spectra as a function of temperature in lipid mixtures: 
(A) (■) SM and (□) SM/Chol and (B) (○) DOPC/SM and (•) DOPC/SM/Chol.  
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Chapter 5 
 

Using 
31
P MAS NMR to Monitor a Gel Phase 

Thermal Disorder Transition in Sphingomyelin-  
Cholesterol Bilayers 

 

 

5.1 Introduction Gel Phase Transition 

Previous studies show that the incorporation of cholesterol into the lipid bilayer 

broadens and lowers the main gel to liquid crystalline phase transition temperature (Tm) 

[124, 129, 172], decreases (increases) the lipid hydrocarbon chain ordering below 

(above) Tm [173, 174], decreases the acyl chain tilt angle in the gel phase [175], and 

diminishes/eliminates the gel phase pretransition prior to Tm [172]. Below Tm, the 

addition of cholesterol can lead to the formation of a coexisting two-phase region 

involving the low cholesterol content solid-ordered (so) phase and the high cholesterol 

content liquid-ordered (lo) phase [25], while above Tm a two-phase region involving the 

low cholesterol content liquid-disordered (ld) phase and the high cholesterol content lo 

phase results [25, 35, 176-178]. 

Cholesterol appears to have a higher affinity for sphingomyelin (SM) than for 

other phospholipids [104, 174, 179-183], most likely due to the distinct structural 

properties of SM. Sphingomyelin has a large phosphoryl choline headgroup that is well 

hydrated, allowing more favorable insertion of cholesterol and shielding for the 

hydrophobic cholesterol molecules [181, 182, 184-187]. The backbone and acyl chain 

regions of SM distinguish it from other lipids with the same headgroup (i.e. 

phosphatidylcholines, PCs) [179, 186]. The sphingosine backbone consists of two H-

bond donor groups (OH and NH group) and one H-bond acceptor group (carbonyl), 

compared to the glycerol backbone of PC which only has two carbonyl H-bond 

acceptors. The main SM-cholesterol interaction has been experimentally shown to occur 

between the NH group of SM and the OH group of cholesterol [188-190], a finding also 

supported by molecular dynamic simulations [174]. The hydrophobic acyl chain regions 

of SM and PC also have an important impact on chain packing effects. Natural SMs 

have a high degree of saturation in the acyl chain, resulting in stronger van der Waals 

interactions between SM and cholesterol. Naturally occurring PCs, on the other hand, 
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have a high occurrence of unsaturation which weakens the PC-cholesterol interaction 

[124, 180, 181]. 

Until recently, only saturated phosphatidylcholines (e.g. DPPC) were known to 

form a rippled phase (Pβ'), or pretransition phase. This rippled phase is intermediate to 

the motionally restricted gel phase and the fluid liquid crystalline phase [191] and is 

characterized by a long-wavelength rippling of the bilayer and a swelling of the 

membrane [192]. In the past two decades, several reports of gel phase pretransitions in 

sphingomyelin bilayers have emerged. These pretransitions have been detected by 

differential scanning calorimetry [105, 118, 124, 161, 162, 172, 175, 193-196], freeze-

etch electron microscopy [162, 164, 195] and x-ray diffraction [175]. Several factors 

seem to effect the pretransition, including chain length, headgroup size, hydration, and 

possibly chain tilt [191].  In addition to these factors, the observation of a pretransition in 

SM appears to be dependent upon the type of SM sample. Thus far, pretransitions have 

been observed for brain SM [118, 162, 164], purified egg SM [105, 172, 196], synthetic 

C24 SM [124, 175, 194, 195], synthetic C18 SM ( D- and L- isomer) [161], synthetic C16 

SM (D-isomer) [193], but not detected in racemic mixtures of SM [161, 193] or unpurified 

egg SM. Interestingly, the x-ray diffraction data [37, 124, 175] for SM with long C24 

chains indicate other processes are occurring in the bilayer, e.g. chain interdigitation, 

resulting in the presence of another type of transition prior to the main transition. Thus, 

for SM, hydration, chain length, chain heterogeneity, and chirality seem to be factors in 

the occurrence and/or detection of a gel phase pretransition.  

Previous NMR studies have revealed important information regarding the 

conformation and molecular dynamics in the SM bilayer. SM was shown to have similar 

headgroup motions and conformations as the glycerol-based phospholipids using 31P 

NMR [126]. However, unlike PC, intermolecular H-bonding between SM amide groups 

and intramolecular H-bonding between the SM OH group and the phosphate headgroup 

was shown to be a significant factor in the rigidity of SM membranes using 1H and 31P 

NMR [160, 197]. This result was further supported by molecular dynamic simulations 

[159, 173, 174, 198, 199]. In addition, restricted mobility in the gel phase was detected 

for both the SM headgroup and the acyl chains using 31P and 13C NMR, respectively.  

The mobility of the headgroup increased as cholesterol was added to the bilayer and 

resembled that seen in the liquid crystalline phase [104, 122, 143]. Multiple gel phases 

for SM have also been seen in 31P NMR and 13C NMR [102]. More recently, Holland et 

al. suggested an additional gel phase transition was observable in the 31P MAS NMR 
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spectra of SM mixtures [122]. However, the appearance of this additional gel phase 

transition was quenched by the inclusion of 33% cholesterol. This chapter continues this 

work with a 31P MAS NMR analysis of the SM system at cholesterol concentrations 

below 33% to study the structural/dynamical changes occurring immediately prior to the 

main gel to liquid crystalline phase transition.  

 

5.2. Gel Phase Materials and Methods 

 

5.2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation 

Egg SM and Chol were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) with no 

further purification. The SM contained the following acyl chain composition: 84% 16:0, 

6% 18:0, 2% 20:0, 4% 22:0, 4% 24:0. Multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) of SM and SM/Chol 

were prepared in deionized water using five freeze-thaw cycles with a two minute vortex 

time between each cycle. The freeze-thaw cycles were accomplished using a dry ice 

bath and a water bath set to 333 K (above the SM Tm). Hydrated samples contained 33 

wt% phospholipid with varying mol% of Chol. Lipid samples were transferred to 4mm 

zirconia MAS rotors and sealed with kel-F inserts and caps. Sample volume for MAS 

experiments was ~ 50 µL of lipid MLV and ~100 µL of lipid MLV for static experiments. 

Samples were stored at -20°C when not in use. The differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) spectra were obtained using a TA Instruments Q100 with a scan rate of 5°C/min 

from 20°C to 60°C. 

 

5.2.2 31P NMR Spectroscopy 

The NMR experiments were performed on either a Bruker Avance 600 at 242.9 

MHz (14.1 T), or a Bruker Avance 400 at 162.0 MHz (9.4 T) using a 4 mm broad band 

MAS probe for both MAS and static conditions. A Bruker BVT 3000 temperature 

controller maintained the sample temperature to ± 0.2 K for all experiments. Samples 

were allowed to equilibrate for 5 minutes at each temperature before acquisition. The 31P 

MAS NMR experiments used a spinning speed of 2 kHz ± 1 Hz unless otherwise noted. 

An increase in sample temperature due to frictional heating from sample spinning is ~1 K 

for speeds ≤ 4 kHz and is ~ 3 K for a rotor speed of 6 kHz. Sample temperatures 

reported here have been calibrated using the method described previously [200]. The 
31P MAS NMR experiments utilized a single pulse Bloch decay with a 4.5 µs π/2 pulse, 
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either without 1H decoupling or with moderate (22.5 kHz) 1H TPPM decoupling. Spin-

spin relaxation times (T2) were obtained under MAS conditions with a rotor synchronized 

spin-echo without 1H decoupling. All MAS experiments utilized a 3 s recycle delay. Static 
31P NMR spectra were obtained using a Hahn spin-echo sequence (π/2-τ-π) with a π/2 

pulse of 4.5 µs and an interpulse delay of 20 µs and moderate 1H TPPM decoupling 

(22.5 kHz).  

All 31P chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor fits were performed on the experimental 

spectra as previously described [122] using the DMFIT software package as described 

in Chapter 4 [117].  

 

5.3 Pre-Transition Results and Discussion 

The 31P MAS NMR spectra for pure SM MLVs below and above the main gel to 

liquid crystalline phase (Lα) transition temperature (Tm ~ 313 K [152, 153, 172]) are 

shown in Figure 5.1.  Below Tm the broad spinning sideband (SSB) manifold (Figure 

5.1a) reveals an asymmetric 31P CSA tensor (∆σ = 56.8 ppm, η = 0.65) consistent with 

previously reported gel phase 31P NMR spectra [122]. Above Tm, the 
31P MAS NMR 

spectrum (Figure 5.1b) is axially symmetric (η = 0) with a significantly smaller CSA 

value (∆σ = 43.2 ppm), consistent with a change in headgroup orientation and/or the 

increased motional averaging of the headgroup in the liquid crystalline Lα phase, as 

previously discussed [122, 143]. 

 

5.3.1 Variation of 31P Isotropic Line Width with Temperature and 

Cholesterol Concentration 

Previously, it was noted that the line widths of the isotropic resonance in the 31P 

MAS NMR spectra of SM were temperature sensitive, and revealed some type of 

disordering or motional transition event (i.e. pretransition, gel → gel) occurring in the gel 

phase region (298 K to 310 K), prior to the main gel → Lα phase transition. The same 

type of 31P MAS NMR line width variation can be seen in Figure 5.2, where the isotropic 

line width of SM increases from ~328 Hz at 292 K to 530 Hz at 310 K, then drops 

dramatically to ~ 167 Hz following the main gel → Lα transition at ~ 312 K. The overall 

increase in FWHM for this SM gel phase transition is 202 Hz. This change is ~100 Hz 

smaller than previously reported [122] and is being attributed to the slight variability of 

lipid chain length distribution between different samples. Anecdotal evidence has shown 

that lot-to-lot variations of egg SM impacts the magnitude of the observed temperature 
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variations in the line width, such that for the work reported in this manuscript a single SM 

lot was employed for all samples.  

It can also be seen in Figure 5.2 that the addition of Chol impacts the extent of 

this 31P MAS NMR line width variation just prior to the main gel → Lα transition. For 

example, increasing the Chol content to 5 mol% reduces the line width variation, with the 

maximum occurring at 306 K and an overall line width change reduced to 118 Hz 

(versus 202 Hz in pure SM). As the Chol content increases to 7.5 mol% this gel phase 

line width variation diminishes to ∆FWHM = 50 Hz. For Chol concentrations > 10 mol% 

this unique increase in the line width was not observed; instead revealing only a gradual 

decrease with increasing temperature throughout the gel phase.  

A more detailed look at the effects of Chol on the 31P MAS NMR line widths are 

shown in Figure 5.3. Below Tm the line widths of SM bilayers with low Chol 

concentrations are broader compared to other SM/lipid mixtures (e.g. SM/DOPC, 

SM/DOPC/Chol [122]) and suggest either restricted phosphorus headgroup mobility 

and/or heterogeneity in the headgroup environment within the SM gel phase. With the 

addition of 5 or 7.5 mol% Chol to the SM bilayer, no changes in the line width are 

observed (Figure 5.3b). At 10 mol% Chol, a 15.5 % reduction in the line width occurs, 

and at 21 mol % Chol, an overall FWHM reduction of 34 % was observed. SM with 33 

mol% Chol (previous work) shows a slightly larger line width value (FWHM = 270 Hz) 

[122] than the 21 mol% value (FWHM = 236 Hz) reported, here but remains consistent 

with the overall trend. For cholesterol concentrations greater than 10 mol%, this 

reduction of the gel phase line width mirrors the reduction of the 31P CSA values at 

higher cholesterol contents (see discussion below). Interestingly, below 10 mol% Chol 

no changes in the line width were observed at 296 K. Therefore, at 296 K (in the gel or 

so phase, and prior to the observation of the pretransition shown in Figure 5.2) the 

inclusion of Chol at concentrations > 10 mol% results in either an increased headgroup 

mobility or change in headgroup orientation, while below 10 mol% Chol changes in the 

headgroup dynamics on the timescale of the 31P line width (1/∆δiso) are not occurring. 

These results are consistent with previous studies in which increased head group 

mobility or changes in headgroup orientation were observed as cholesterol was added to 

the bilayer [122, 143]. The phase diagram for N-palmitoyl-D-sphingomyelin (PSM)/Chol 

below Tm has been reported [25]. For intermediate Chol concentrations a two-phase 

region exists between the low cholesterol content so and lo phases. The observed line 

width of 357 Hz (296 K) and 0 mol% Chol corresponds to the so phase, while the line 
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width of 272 Hz of the 33 mol% Chol sample is characteristic of the lo phase. The 

change in the 31P MAS NMR line width between 10 and 20 mol% Chol may reflect the 

averaging within the mixed so+lo phase, but is complicated by the presence of multiple 

gel phases [102].  

Above Tm (318 K), the isotropic line width is ~140 Hz for all bilayers with 

concentrations up to 21 mol % Chol (Figure 5.3b), after which a dramatic decrease in 

line width is seen at 33 mol% Chol. The phase diagram for SM/Chol above Tm also 

reveals the existence of a two-phase region, with the coexistence of the ld and lo phases 

[25, 35, 176, 178]. At 0 mol% Chol the line width of 140 Hz (318 K) corresponds to the ld 

phase while at 33 mol% Chol the line width of 51 Hz (318 K) represent the lo phase.  The 

lack of variation in the line width between 0 and 22 mol% Chol shows that the 31P MAS 

NMR line width is not sensitive to the presence of the two-phase ld+lo region. This result 

is in contrast to the gradual decrease in the lateral diffusion rates observed between 2.5 

and 20 mol% Chol reported by Filippov and co-workers [35, 178]. The invariance of the 
31P MAS NMR line width to changing Chol concentration above Tm is most likely the 

result of timescale differences, with the line width time scale being much shorter than the 

lateral diffusion process. 

The most notable item in the 31P MAS NMR line width variation is the 

pronounced effect that cholesterol has on the appearance of the gel phase pretransition 

(Figure 5.2). Inclusion of < 10 mol% cholesterol diminishes this pretransition, and for 

Chol concentrations > 10 mol %, the gel phase pretransition is completely eliminated. 

Several explanations have been forwarded to explain this observed 31P MAS NMR line 

width variation in the gel phase, including the presence of a distinct gel → gel phase 

transition, dynamical changes in the bilayer, and changes in headgroup motional 

correlation times. These possibilities will be addressed in the following sections.  

 

5.3.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry  

One possible explanation for the observed gel phase 31P MAS NMR line width 

variation is a gel → gel transition, such as that observed in the gel phase to rippled 

phase [162] or the gel-α to gel-β transition [161]. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

was used to investigate a possible phase transition in the temperature region prior to the 

main gel to liquid crystalline transition. The calorimetric heating scans for SM and SM 

with 7.5 mol% Chol are displayed in Figure 5.4. For SM, the endothermic gel → Lα 

phase transition is marked by a broad peak centered at 313.7 K (40.7 °C), while there is 
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no visible indication of a pretransition (inset). The 7.5 mol% Chol bilayer also shows a 

broad main transition (313.1 K, 40.1°C) with no measurable pretransition (inset). The 

main phase transition temperature for SM and the 0.6°C shift to lower temperatures 

seen with the inclusion of Chol correlates well with previous reports [129, 130, 152, 153, 

172, 201]. Although pretransitions have been reported in the DSCs of SM, they have 

only been observable for synthetic and/or purified SM, with pretransition temperatures at 

approximately 301 K for purified 16:0-SM [172, 193, 195, 196], from 293 K to 309 K for 

synthetic 18:0-SM (depending upon hydration) [161, 202], and ~312 K for 24:0-SM [124, 

175, 195]. The lack of an observable pretransition in the DSC shown here suggests the 

pretransition observed in the 31P MAS NMR line width data between 300 K and 310 K is 

not the result of a bulk gel → gel phase transition.  

 

5.3.3 Variation of 31P MAS CSA with Cholesterol and Temperature 

A second argument is that the observed line width variation during this gel phase 

pretransition is the result of purely dynamical changes occurring on the 31P CSA 

timescale. The variations of the CSA parameters from the 31P MAS NMR spectra as a 

function of cholesterol concentration and temperature have therefore been explored. The 
31P MAS NMR CSA parameters for pure SM and SM with varying mol% of Chol are 

displayed in Figure 5.5a while the temperature variation for these mixtures is shown in 

Figure 5.5b. For samples with < 33 mol% Chol there is a dramatic reduction in the 31P 

CSA at Tm, and the production of a symmetric 31P CSA tensor. This change is indicative 

of the main gel to Lα phase transition, and shows that there are headgroup motions on 

the order of a ~ 15 ppm (3600 Hz) leading to partial averaging of the 31P CSA tensor. 

Below the main gel to Lα phase transition the 0 mol% Chol (pure SM) sample has 
31P CSA value of ∆σ = 56.8 ppm (296 K) and corresponds to the gel (so) phase. The 

31P 

CSA anisotropy decreases to ∆σ = 55.6 ppm with the addition of 5 mol% Chol. The CSA 

again decreases for the 7.5 mol% Chol mixture (∆σ = 54.3 ppm), and remains at the 

same value for bilayers containing 10 and 21 mol % Chol. Only at 33 mol % Chol is an 

additional ~10 ppm decrease in CSA observed with ∆σ = 44.3 ppm (296 K), which 

corresponds to the lo phase. In the intermediate Chol concentration range no distinct 31P 

NMR spectral signature for the co-existing so+lo phase was observed. The decrease in 

the 31P CSA with the addition of Chol is consistent with the averaging between the two 

phases, with increasing lo concentration at higher Chol content. Analysis of this 
31P CSA 

trend is complicated by the presence of multi-component gel (so) phase 
31P NMR spectra 
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[122], and variation in the degree of magnetic alignment. A detail discussion of the 31P 

NMR CSA variation will be presented in a future publication. 

Above Tm the 
31P CSA shows only a minor variation ranging from ∆σ = 44.5 ppm 

(318 K) for the ld phase (0 mol% Chol) to ∆σ = 43.6 ppm (318 K) for the lo phase (33 

mol% Chol). These results support the argument that the SM headgroup dynamics are 

very similar for the concentration range of Chol studied. The invariance of the 31P CSA to 

the two-phase (ld+lo) regions most likely results from the rapid exchange of lipid between 

the lo and ld phases on the time scale of hundred of µs, suggesting very small domain 

sizes (~10 nm) as previously discussed [122], or that the ordering of the acyl chains in 

the lo phase has a minimal impact on the dynamics detectable through measurement of 

the 31P CSA tensor. 

 The overall decrease in 31P CSA with increasing temperature in the gel phase 

does not correlate with the increasing 31P MAS NMR line width shown in Figure 5.2, 

since the predicted increase in headgroup dynamics should narrow the 31P isotropic line 

width in this region. Because this predicted trend was not observed in the FWHM data, 

the observed gel phase pretransition is not being attributed to a purely dynamical 

change on a timescale measurable by the 31P CSA (~ 12 kHz). It has been suggested 

that the 31P CSA reduction results purely from a change in the headgroup orientation 

near Tm, such that the increasing 
31P MAS NMR line width in the gel pre-transition 

reflects an increase in the heterogeneity of this orientation. The observation of a 

symmetric 31P CSA tensor above Tm and an asymmetric tensor below Tm argues against 

the CSA reduction occurring entirely from a change in headgroup orientation.  

 

5.3.4. Variation of 31P NMR T2 with Cholesterol and Temperature  

Spin-spin (T2) relaxation measurements were also performed to complement the 
31P CSA results. The 31P T2 relaxation times are sensitive to molecular processes with 

correlation times equal to the inverse chemical shift anisotropy determined from the 

width of the SSB pattern (Figure 5.1a, ∆σ ~80 ppm or ~20 kHz) [138]. The results of the 
31P T2 relaxation measurements as a function of temperature are displayed in Figure 

5.6. Below Tm, the T2 relaxation times are similar for pure SM, 5 mol% Chol, and 7.5 

mol% Chol mixtures (1-2 ms), consistent with a dynamically restricted headgroup. At the 

main phase transition temperature, a sharp increase in T2 is seen for SM bilayers with 

less than 10 mol% Chol and the Lα phase is marked by values ranging from 8 – 10 ms, 

indicating a dynamically mobile phase. For >10 mol% Chol the T2 measurements display 
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a gradual increase with higher temperatures, throughout the gel (so) phase and into the 

Lα (or ld) phase. For the higher Chol concentrations the main phase transition is not 

clearly distinguishable with the T2 measurements, similar to the 31P MAS NMR line width 

measurements. The increasing T2 values correlate well with the decreasing FWHM 

values for SM bilayers with > 10% Chol, indicating an increase in the motional processes 

of the phosphorous headgroup and a reduction in the correlation time governing T2. The 

similarity of 31P T2 relaxation times for intermediate Chol content also shows that these 

relaxation measurements are not sensitive to the presence of the two-phase so+lo or the 

ld+lo regions. The 
31P NMR T2 measurements are also in agreement with the 31P CSA 

observations, revealing no pretransition in the gel phase for SM with Chol concentrations 

<10 mol%. These results supports the conclusion that the molecular motions 

measurable by the 31P T2 and CSA (12-20 kHz) are not responsible for the 
31P MAS 

NMR line width gel phase pretransition observed in the FWHM data.  

 

5.3.5 Impact of Proton Decoupling, Field Strength, and Sample Spin Rate 

on Line Width Broadening  

 The 31P CSA is the dominant nuclear interaction for 31P at high frequencies [203], 

and therefore the 31P MAS NMR spectra reported here were collected without 1H 

decoupling at 14.1 T. However, due to the unusual increase in line width, the effects of 

heteronuclear 1H-31P dipolar coupling, magnetic field strength, and sample spin rate 

were also explored in an effort to explain the observed gel phase pretransition. 

Previously, Holland et al. [122] showed that residual 1H-31P dipolar coupling was still 

present under 31P MAS conditions at a spinning speed of 2 kHz, while in the Lα (or ld) 

phase, the heteronuclear dipolar coupling was averaged out. A similar effect can be 

seen in Figure 5.7a, where a narrowing of ~ 113 Hz is seen in the 31P MAS NMR line 

width of SM (0 mol% Chol) at 296 K with the addition of 1H decoupling. Despite this 

narrowing, the overall change in 31P MAS NMR line width during the pretransition range 

is the same with and without 1H decoupling supporting the argument that 1H-31P dipolar 

interactions are not responsible for the observed line width variations. 

 The impact of magnetic field strength on 31P MAS line width is shown in Figure 

5.7a. These experiments show that the gel phase pretransition is essentially unaffected 

by changes in the magnetic field, with the overall change in 31P line width (∆FWHM) in 

the same temperature range (296 K – 310 K) reveals similar values for SM at 9.4 T (140 

Hz) and SM at 14.1 T (173 Hz). The dramatic decrease in line width marking the main 
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transition at both fields is also approximately the same (320 Hz at 9.4 T compared to 380 

Hz at 14.1 T). In the Lα (or ld) phase, however, the 9.4 T line widths are slightly narrower 

(~ 50 Hz) than the line widths seen at higher field, partially due to the difference in the 

field homogeneity and quality of shimming with a different magnet. Spin-spin T2 

relaxation measurements were also conducted at a lower magnetic field (data not 

shown) and did not reveal any correlated change in T2 values. These results suggest 

that the observed 31P MAS NMR line width variation in the gel phase pretransition is not 

directly tied to the magnitude of the 31P CSA. 

It has also been suggested that the increase in line width observed in the gel 

phase pretransition arises from destructive interference between the coherent averaging 

of MAS and incoherent molecular averaging processes [204, 205]. To address this 

possibility, the 31P MAS NMR line width was measured at different spinning speeds at 

9.4 T (Figure 5.7b). Increasing the sample spinning speed from 2 kHz, to 4 kHz and 

finally 6 kHz dampens the observed gel phase pretransition, with a reduction in the 31P 

MAS NMR line width variation of 60 (νr = 4 kHz) and 80 Hz (νr = 6 kHz). Temperature 

effects due to frictional spinning under MAS have been accounted for, and result in a 

shift of the pretransition, not a dampening of the transition with increasing spin rate. This 

result shows that the gel phase pretransition observed in the 31P MAS line width 

variation results from slow headgroup motions with correlation times on the order of 2 to 

6 x10-5 s (τc ~ 0.7/ωr, where ωr is the MAS rotor frequency in rad/s) [205]. This is a 

slightly slower timescale than measured by the 31P T2 relaxation and CSA studies, which 

showed no clear evidence of a pretransition. The addition of Chol increases the rate of 

the headgroup motions reducing the interference with the coherent averaging of the 

MAS.   

One final possibility for this observed gel phase pretransition in SM is a subtle 

change in the local headgroup structural environments (leading to a distribution of 

chemical shifts) just prior to the gel → Lα phase transition that is eliminated with the 

addition of cholesterol. Compared to other lipids with a glycerol backbone, SM has been 

shown to have unique intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding properties due the 

hydroxyl and amide groups on the sphingosine backbone [115, 160, 197, 198], that may 

be disrupted by the addition of Chol. The SM headgroup may undergo significant 

structural changes during the gel → Lα transition with the 
31P MAS NMR line width 

variations reflecting SM preparing for this transition. With increasing Chol content, these 

intra- and intermolecular bonding interactions are reduced, and correspondingly the 
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required structural changes in SM diminished. On the other hand this increased 

distribution of 31P NMR chemical shifts should not be influenced by the variation in 

spinning speed as was observed experimentally. 

 

5.4 Conclusions  

The 31P MAS NMR spectra for SM and SM with 5, 7.5, 10, and 21 mol% Chol 

have been presented. The variations in 31P MAS NMR line width indicate a transition is 

occurring in the gel phase prior to the main gel → Lα. The incorporation of Chol into the 

bilayer diminishes this gel phase transition. Possible explanations for this observation 

included a gel → gel phase transition, dynamical changes, and changes in correlation 

times. The DSC results show it is not a bulk gel → gel transition. Analysis of the 31P 

NMR data show that it does not result from CSA, 1H-31P dipolar coupling or T2 relaxation 

effects. The observed pretransition appears to be due to slow motions on the order of 

the MAS spinning speed or a result of a local disorder in the headgroup region, possibly 

due to changes in intramolecular and/or intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Although 

subtle, these changes are readily apparent in the 31P MAS NMR as an increase in line 

width that is diminished with the addition of 10 mol % cholesterol. The results 

demonstrate how low concentrations of cholesterol can have an impact on the 

headgroup structure/dynamics of sphingomyelin, further illustrating the complexity of the 

sphingomyelin in membrane systems. 
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Figure 5.1 The 31P MAS NMR spectra (black lines) and simulations (gray lines) of SM 
bilayers (νr = 2 kHz) at (a) 296 K (below Tm ~ 313 K) and (b) 318 K. The 

31P CSA 
parameters obtained from simulations are shown.  
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Figure 5.2 The 31P MAS NMR isotropic full width at half maximum (FWHM) line width as 

a function of temperature for (●) SM, (○) 5 mol% Chol, (▼) 7.5 mol% Chol, (∇ ) 10 mol% 

Chol, and (■) 21 mol% Chol. SM and 33 mol% Chol (□) is shown for comparison and is 

from a previous work [122]. 
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Figure 5.3 The (a) 31P MAS NMR isotropic chemical shift region of pure SM and SM with 

5, 7.5, 10 and 21 mol% Chol at 296 K. The line width (b) as a function of Chol 

concentration at (●) 296 K  and at (○) 318 K. SM and 33 mol% Chol at (▼) 296 K and 

(∇ ) 318 K from previous studies are also shown [122]. 
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Figure 5.4 DSC profiles of (a) SM and (b) SM with 7.5 mol% cholesterol. The 

pretransition temperature range is expanded in the inset. 
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Figure 5.5 (a) The 31P CSA (∆σ) parameters extracted from 31P MAS NMR fits of the 

spinning sideband manifold at (●) 296 K and (○) 318 K as a function of Chol 

concentration. SM and 33 mol% Chol at (▼) 296 K and (∇ ) 318 K from previous studies 

are also shown [122]. (b) The 31P CSA parameters as a function of temperature for (●) 

SM, (○) 5 mol% Chol, (▼) 7.5 mol% Chol, (∇ ) 10 mol% Chol, and (■) 21 mol% Chol. 

SM and 33 mol% Chol (□) is shown at select temperatures for comparison and is from a 

previous work [122]. 
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Figure 5.6 31P MAS NMR T2 relaxation times as a function of temperature for (●) SM, (○) 

5 mol% Chol, (▼) 7.5 mol% Chol, (∇ ) 10 mol% Chol, and (■) 21 mol% Chol. 
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Figure 5.7 (a) The 31P MAS NMR isotropic full width at half maximum (FWHM) line width 

as a function of temperature for (●) SM at 14.1 T, (○) SM with 1H decoupling at 14.1 T 

and (▼) SM at 9.4 T. (b) The 31P isotropic full width at half maximum (FWHM) line width 

for SM at 9.4 T as a function of temperature and rotor frequency at (●) νr = 2 kHz, (○)νr = 

4 kHz, and (▼)νr = 6 kHz. 
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 Chapter 6 

 
Unique Backbone-Water Interaction Detected in 

Sphingomyelin Bilayers with 
1
H/

31
P and 

1
H/

13
C 

HETCOR MAS NMR Spectroscopy 
 

 

 

6.1 Introduction SM Water Interactions 

 Sphingomyelin (SM) and phosphatidylcholine (PC) comprise the majority of 

eukaryotic cell membranes [30]. Sphingomyelin is particularly interesting because of its 

role in the formation of lipid rafts [5]. There is increasing evidence that cholesterol 

prefers to interact with saturated chain sphingolipids over saturated chain 

glycerophospholipids of similar chain lengths [33].  There are only two main structural 

differences between these two classes of lipids: (1) the sphingosine backbone in 

sphingolipids compared to the glycerol backbone in the glycerophospholipids and (2) the 

trans double bond between the C4 and C5 carbon of the acyl chain in sphingolipids (see 

structure in Figure 6.2) compared to no double bond in glycerophospholipids (see 

structure in Figure 6.4).  The presence of the double bond in sphingolipids is thought to 

be responsible for the tighter acyl chain packing and thus, higher chain order parameter 

observed for sphingolipids over glycerophospholipids [31, 206].   

 The unique role of SM in membrane function and the formation of raft phases 

could be due to the sphingosine backbone. The sphingosine backbone has both 

hydrogen bond acceptors (the amide group and carbonyl group) and a hydrogen bond 

donor (the hydroxyl group) while the glycerol backbone of PC contains only hydrogen 

bond acceptors (the carbonyl groups). This unique backbone of SM permits participation 

in both intra- and intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions. The formation of a 

possible hydrogen bonded network at the interfacial region of sphingomyelin may 

explain a more favorable interaction with cholesterol by shielding it from interactions with 

water.  This is similar to the previously proposed “Umbrella model” where the main 

requirement for cholesterol incorporation in a lipid bilayer is the phospholipid 

headgroup’s ability to cover the hydrophobic cholesterol molecules from interactions with 

water [187, 207]. This model was used to explain the cholesterol solubility limits in 
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different lipids including why PC with its larger headgroup can incorporate more 

cholesterol than the smaller headgroups of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) [187, 207].  

Water could potentially be involved in this hydrogen-bonded network at the SM interface 

and the possibility of intermolecular hydrogen-bonded water bridges between 

neighboring SM molecules in bilayers has been proposed [128]. Unfortunately, 

experimental evidence that supports the existence of this hydrogen-bonded network in 

SM bilayers and the involvement of water at the sphingosine backbone is limited. 

Infrared and Raman spectroscopies have been used to investigate the role of inter- and 

intra-molecular bonds in SM, unfortunately the results are inconclusive with respect to 

assignments in the amide I and amide II bands. High resolution 1H and 31P NMR have 

argued for an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the SM hydroxyl and the 

phosphodiester group [115, 116, 128], while more recent 2H NMR studies have probed 

the interfacial polarity and the water/hydroxyl and water/amide exchange rates [208] 

suggesting that it is the amide residue involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonding.  

One-dimensional 31P MAS NMR techniques have been extensively applied to the 

study of lipid bilayer systems and have been recently utilized to study raft formation in 

tertiary lipid systems containing cholesterol [122].  A few reports on the application of 

two-dimensional (2D) 1H/31P heteronuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (HOESY) 

[107, 209] have appeared on PC and PE lipids, although the bulk of 31P NOE studies are 

of the 1D variety [185, 210]. NMR experiments involving 1H/13C cross-polarization (CP) 

have also been shown to be useful in the study of lipid membrane systems and have 

been implemented in both 1D  and 2D experiments (as detailed in Chapter 2).  NMR 

studies involving 31P CP have not been implemented to a large extent because of the 

long 1H-31P distances and high degree of head group mobility that further averages the 

dipolar coupling.  Only a limited number of lipid reports based on 31P CP have appeared 

in the literature. In this chapter we present an example of a 2D MAS NMR experiment 

that utilizes 1H-31P CP and a NOE mixing period. These 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR NMR 

methods are particularly useful for studying intra- and intermolecular interactions in SM 

by including a NOE mixing period prior to the CP step in the pulse sequence (see Figure 

6.1).  Of specific interest is the ability to probe interactions at the lipid headgroup and 

backbone.  A unique dipolar network involving strongly associated water is detected at 

the backbone of SM that is not detected in PC lipids. Further characterization of this 

intermolecular dipolar proton network was provided by 2D 1H/13C INEPT HETCOR 

experiments with NOE mixing. 
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6.2 SM Interaction Materials and Methods 

 

6.2.1 Materials 

Egg SM, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1,2-dimyristoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

(DOPC) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids and used as received.  The SM had the 

following acyl chain composition: 84% 16:0, 6% 18:0, 2% 20:0, 4% 22:0, 4% 24:0 and 

contained no unsaturated acyl chains.     

 

6.2.2 Sample Preparation 

Pure lipid samples were prepared by mixing the lipid with de-ionized water (pH = 

7.5) in a conical vial with a vortex mixer.  This was followed by a minimum of 5 freeze-

thaw cycles in dry ice and a warm water bath set to 333 K (above the liquid crystalline 

phase transition for all lipids).  Buffer was not used in any of the lipid mixtures to prevent 

multilamellar vesicle (MLV) fragmentation due to freeze-thaw cycling in the presence of 

salt [149].  Thus, the samples in this study are large MLV’s greater than ~ 1 µm in 

diameter.  Samples containing multiple lipid constituents were first combined and 

dissolved in chloroform followed by vacuum drying overnight at room temperature to 

remove the solvent.  The samples were then hydrated with the above procedure. All lipid 

samples were 33 wt% phospholipid. The lipid samples were transferred to 4 mm zirconia 

MAS rotors and sealed with kel-F inserts and caps.  The typical volume of MLV sample 

for NMR analysis was 50-100 µL corresponding to 25-50 mg of phospholipid. The 

samples were stored in a -20 ºC freezer when NMR experiments were not being 

performed.    

 

6.2.3 NMR Spectroscopy 

NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker Avance 600 spectrometer equipped 

with a 4 mm broadband double resonance MAS probe spinning at 5 kHz.  The 

temperature was set above the liquid crystalline phase transition of the lipid and 

controlled to ± 0.2 K with a Bruker VT unit.  The reported temperature is adjusted to 

account for heating effects due to MAS and 1H decoupling as described previously [73].  

The spectra were collected in a two-dimensional HETCOR fashion with 1H→31P ramped 
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CP.  A moderate 1H two pulse phase modulation (TPPM) [114] decoupling field strength 

of 22.5 kHz was applied following the CP contact pulse thru acquisition of the free 

induction decay using a 15º phase shift [114].  CP was achieved with a ramped 

(50→100%) spin-lock pulse on the 1H channel and a square pulse on the 31P channel 

[110].  The 1H π/2 pulse length was 4 µs and the RF field strength for CP at 100% power 

was 62.5 kHz.  In order to monitor 1H magnetization exchange via the NOE, a mixing 

period, τm, was included in the 2D HETCOR pulse sequence (see Figure 6.1) as 

previously described [111].  We refer to these 2D NMR experiments as 1H/31P dipolar 

HETCOR with NOE mixing.  Typical acquisition parameters for 2D experiments were 

128 scan averages, 128-256 t1 points, and a 3 s recycle delay.  The 
1H-13C INEPT MAS 

NMR HETCOR experiments with 1H-1H magnetization exchange were performed as 

previously detailed [200]. For these INEPT experiments a 10 kHz spinning speed was 

utilized with the INEPT interpulse delays or ∆1 = 2.2 ms and ∆2 = 1.2 ms, respectively. 

Additional optimization details are described elsewhere [200]. 

 

6.3 SM Water Contacts Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1 1H/31P Dipolar HETCOR NMR of SM Bilayers 

The 2D 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR NMR spectra of SM bilayers collected with two 

distinct 1H-1H NOE mixing periods, τm, are displayed in Figure 6.2 where (A) τm = 20 µs 

and (B) τm = 500 ms.  In Figure 6.2A the mixing period can be considered essentially 

zero and no 1H-1H magnetization exchange via the NOE effect is observed.  This can be 

considered a baseline spectrum where 1H cross peaks only appear for proton 

environments that CP to the 31P nuclei.  For a 1 ms contact time, strong cross peaks are 

observed for the Hα and the SM lipid backbone protons: H1, H2, and H3 (See Figure 

6.2 for numbering scheme and assignments).  The correlation with these different 1H 

environments is as expected since they are spatially closest to the 31P headgroup and 

thus, have the strongest dipolar coupling with similar local dynamics.  It is assumed that 

the 1H resonance at δ = +4.0 ppm is dominated by the H1 proton environment due to its 

close proximity however, contributions from the H2 and H3 protons can not be 

discounted since these three 1H  resonances overlap [102, 122]. Weaker 1H-31P 

correlations are also observed for the 2′ proton adjacent to the carbonyl and the main 

chain (CH2)n protons.  Observation of a correlation peak for the 2′ group is not surprising 
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considering that orientation of the phospholipid headgroups are essentially perpendicular 

to the lipid bilayer normal positioning the 31P close enough to CP from this proton, 

particularly if an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amide proton and the 

phosphate ester oxygen is considered [159, 160]. However, the distance between the 

main chain (CH2)n protons and the 
31P headgroup is too large for the observed 

correlation at this contact time to be ascribed to an intramolecular contact.  Instead the 
1H-31P correlation involving the (CH2)n results from intermolecular contact with adjacent 

lipid molecules.  The observation of unusual intermolecular 1H-1H NOE contacts in 

phospholipids has been discussed in depth and attributed to the high degree of disorder 

within the lipid bilayers [51, 52, 57]. The lack of a CP correlation between H2O and 
31P 

reveals that there is not a H2O environment with significant direct 1H-31P dipolar coupling, 

suggesting that H2O molecules interacting with the phosphate group are not bound 

strongly enough to efficiently CP 31P at these contact times.  Contact times as long as 5 

ms were attempted with no observation of a H2O cross peak. The result shown in Figure 

6.2A demonstrates that 2D 1H→31P CP MAS NMR is a powerful tool for studying both 

intermolecular and intramolecular contacts near the headgroup and backbone of SM.  

 The 2D 1H-31P dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR spectrum of SM presented in Figure 

6.2B was collected with a τm = 500 ms 1H-1H mixing period to probe proton 

magnetization exchange via the NOE effect. The observed 1H-31P correlations represent 
1H magnetization originally from different proton environments that interact via dipolar 

cross relaxation  with protons involved in the final CP to the 31P nucleus (i.e. the H1, H2, 

H3, H2′ and Hα proton environments). For this long mixing period the Hα, H1, and the 

H2′ resonances have completely disappeared. The loss of these Hα, H1 and H2′ 

correlations results from spin-lattice relaxation and from cross relaxation between these 

protons and other lipid protons that do not CP to the 31P headgroup. In these long mixing 

time experiments (τm = 500 ms) several new resonances corresponding to the choline Hγ 

protons, the terminal methyl CH3 protons, and H2O have emerged. It should also be 

noted that the 1H-31P correlation involving the (CH2)n has increased in intensity.  Of 

particular interest is the observation of a strong correlation involving H2O (δ(
1H) = + 4.8 

ppm) due to intermolecular contact between H2O and a proton involved in the final 
1H-

31P CP step. A stack plot of the indirectly detected 1H spectra as a function of mixing 

time (τm) for SM bilayers provides more insight into this interaction and is depicted in 

Figure 6.3.  At mixing times as short as 10 ms a H2O resonance is clearly observed 

indicating a strong 1H-1H magnetization exchange between H2O and SM.  When 
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comparing the 1H spectrum collected with a 1 ms and 10 ms mixing period the following 

observations are made: (1) the intensity of Hα decreases by ~ 8% (2) the intensity of H1 

decreases by ~ 23% (3) the (CH2)n increases by 52% (4) H2′ increases by ~ 11% and 

(5) a H2O resonance is observed that accounts for 13% of the total proton intensity.  

Since both Hα and H1 decrease in intensity, these protons participate in dipolar cross 

relaxation where magnetization is rapidly transferred to the other proton environments.  

The large increase in intensity of the (CH2)n is not due to cross relaxation from H1 or Hα 

(since the increase is greater than the combined decrease in signal intensity),  but is 

assumed to result from additional magnetization exchange between neighboring (CH2)n 

groups on the chain and protons involved in the final 1H-31P step.  The appearance of a 

strong H2O resonance with rapid intensity buildup must therefore result from cross 

relaxation between the H2O and the Hα and/or H1 environments (involved in the final 1H-
31P CP step). This argument is also supported by the observation of the (CH2)n 

correlations being smaller than the H2O correlations (for τm > 10 ms); this precludes a 

H2O to (CH2)n to backbone proton multi-step exchange process. This is also consistent 

with the faster decrease in the H1,2,3 correlation with increasing mixing time compared 

to the intensity of the Hα correlation. This result indicates that there is a unique H2O 

environment located within the lipid backbone region, however, the observed 

magnetization exchange process is complicated and quantifying the exact contribution 

from H1 and Hα to H2O and/or H2′ is somewhat ambiguous.  The 1H/13C INEPT 

HETCOR NMR with NOE mixing results presented below clarify this problem and show 

that the H2O is indeed located at the SM backbone. 

 

6.3.2 1H/31P 2D Dipolar HETCOR of DOPC Bilayers 

The observation of this strong H2O correlation in the 2D 
1H/31P dipolar HETCOR 

spectra of SM as a function of NOE mixing time prompted the study of other lipid 

membrane systems.  The 2D 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR spectra of DOPC bilayers with a 

NOE mixing period, τm = 20 µs and 500 ms, are shown in Figure 6.4A and 6.4B, 

respectively. Again, for short mixing times only correlations between proton 

environments that CP and the 31P headgroup are observed.  It is interesting to note that 

all the glycerol backbone protons (g1, g2, and g3), along with the headgroup Hα, and Hγ 

protons are observed.  The latter is surprising considering these methyl groups are 

located 6 bonds apart suggesting that instead of an intramolecular interaction that these 
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correlations result from an intermolecular interaction with neighboring DOPC molecules 

due to membrane disorder.  The choline Hγ protons do not CP to 31P at the same contact 

time in SM indicating that DOPC are more disordered than SM bilayers, or that these 

protons environments in SM are more dynamic. The other interesting difference between 

SM and DOPC is the significant 1H-31P correlation observed for (CH2)n and C2′ in SM 

(Fig. 2B) that is essentially not observed in the spectrum of DOPC (Figure 6.4B) for the 

same length mixing periods.  Since the (CH2)n interaction is intermolecular in origin, this 

strong correlation is consistent with the tighter chain packing of SM versus DOPC 

previously observed by 2H NMR studies [206]. For a 500 ms mixing period 1H-31P 

correlations are observed for almost all environments (Figure 6.4B) consistent with rapid 
1H-1H magnetization exchange resulting from lipid disorder as previously proposed [51, 

52]. The one exception is that no correlation between H2O and the 
31P of the headgroup 

is observed for mixing times between 1 – 500 ms (see Figure 6.5 for a stack plot of the 
1H dimension through the 31P DOPC resonance as a function of τm); in contrast with the 

SM results presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.  In addition, other PC lipids systems such 

as DMPC and DPPC displayed similar results to DOPC with no 1H/31P HETCOR 

correlation between H2O and 
31P observed (data not shown).  This again supports that 

the strong dipolar network observed between SM and H2O arises from unique 

interactions at the sphingosine backbone. 

 

6.3.3 1H/13C 2D INEPT HETCOR of SM and DOPC Bilayers 

To further investigate these water-backbone interactions in SM a series of 2D 1H-
13C INEPT HETCOR MAS NMR experiments were performed as shown in Figure 6.6. 

By utilizing the INEPT component the final 1H-13C transfer results from 1H-13C J 

couplings, such that for the interpulse delays utilized the final 13C correlation results from 

directly bonded protons and does not arise from through space 1H-13C dipolar couplings. 

This is confirmed in Figure 6.6A were only the expected direct one-bond C-H 

correlations are observed. Inclusion of a 50 ms 1H-1H NOE mixing period in this 

sequence [200] now allows correlations between different proton environments to be 

measured in the 13C dimension (analogous to a 1H-1H relay experiment) as seen in 

Figure 6.6B. In this 2D spectrum multiple new correlation resonances are observed. We 

are particularly interested in the interactions with H2O. The 
13C NMR spectrum along the 

1H chemical shift of H2O (δ = +4.8 ppm) is shown as the upper projection in Figure 6.6B. 

Correlations between H2O and the protons on the C4, C5, C3 and C2/Cγ carbons are 
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observed. The 13C resonances of the C2/Cγ environment overlap not allowing us to 

identify which interaction is occurring, but it assumed it is primarily with the C2 

environment. Minor correlations between H2O and the protons on the C1, Cα and Cβ 

carbons were also detected.  H2O correlations with protons at other carbon 

environments were not observed. Similar 2D 1H-13C INEPT experiments on DOPC with 

an equivalent 50 ms mixing time revealed no correlations between H2O and any of the 

protons on that lipid system (results not shown). These results also support the 

argument that there is a unique H2O environment associated with the sphingosine 

backbone in SM.  

 

6.3.4 1H/31P 2D Dipolar HETCOR of SM/DOPC Bilayers  

The 2D 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR spectrum for a 50:50 lipid mixture of SM and 

DOPC is shown in Figure 6.7. For a short τm = 20 µs mixing time the 31P resonances for 

SM (δ = -0.3) and DOPC (δ = -0.9) are clearly resolved.  The 0.6 ppm increase in the 

chemical shift of SM has been attributed to hydrogen bonding motifs that are not present 

in phosphatidylcholines [160]. The 1H dimension displays resonances resulting from 

protons that CP to the headgroup 31P nuclei similar to the pure lipid samples (see Figure 

6.2A and Figure 6.4A). The higher intensity of the DOPC spectrum compared to SM, 

indicates an improved CP efficiency for DOPC at 1 ms contact time. This suggest that 

the 1H-31P dipolar coupling is smaller in SM than DOPC in agreement with previous 

measurements of the 1H-31P dipolar coupling in similar SM and PC lipids [46].  

Measurements of the 31P chemical shift anisotropy in SM/DOPC mixtures indicate similar 

headgroup dynamics in the liquid crystalline phase [122] pointing towards different 1H-
31P distances and different headgroup configurations producing the changes in the 

dipolar coupling. When the spectrum is collected with τm = 500 ms 1H-1H mixing period 

(Figure 6.7B) a significant H2O resonance is observed for SM while, DOPC only 

displays a minor H2O cross peak.  This shows that even in mixtures with DOPC a 

significant interaction between SM and H2O persists and DOPC has a minor but, 

detectable interaction with H2O.  This is in contrast with the pure DOPC 2D 
1H/31P 

dipolar HETCOR spectrum where no detectable interaction with H2O was observed 

under similar conditions (see Figure 6.5).  This provides some evidence that H2O may 

facilitate the interaction between neighboring lipids in mixtures with SM by forming water 

bridges as proposed previously [128].   
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6.4 SM Water Contacts Discussion 

It is thought that the H2O contact detected when an NOE mixing period is 

included in the 1H/31P dipolar HETCOR and 1H/13C INEPT experiments presented here 

differs from the H2O that was observed in previous 
1H/31P HOESY studies of lipids [107].  

In the HOESY studies, a H2O contact was detected in both PC and SM lipids in contrast 

with the dipolar HETCOR results presented here, where a H2O contact is only observed 

in SM.  This is due to the difference between the two NMR experiments utilized in the 

two studies.  In the previous study, 1H-31P NOEs are detected while, in this study 1H-1H 

NOEs are detected indirectly by the final CP step to 31P.  It was concluded in the HOESY 

work that the contact observed is due to H2O hydrogen-bonded to the phosphate group 

in close enough proximity to display a 1H-31P NOE contact.  These H2O molecules do not 

CP to 31P (see Figures 6.2A and Figures 6.4A).  This is probably due to a combination 

of rapid H2O dynamics and long distances (weak dipolar coupling), resulting in poor 1H-
31P CP efficiency.  The H2O correlations observed in the present study (which are dipolar 

coupled to Hα and H1 in SM but show no significant dipolar coupling to the headgroup or 

backbone protons of pure PC lipids) is believed to originate from H2O hydrogen bonded 

at the backbone NH or OH groups. If the H2O contact observed here was simply due to 

the ones bound to the phosphate group a contact would be expected in the other PC 

lipids similar to the HOESY studies.  Thus, in the SM system the H2O contact must result 

from H2O hydrogen-bonded at the SM backbone.     

In a 2D 1H NOESY NMR spectrum cross-peaks arising from cross-relaxation 

correlations in the spin-diffusion or slow-tumbling limit (ω0τ0 >>1, negative NOE) will 

have the same sign as the autocorrelation diagonal (positive phase), and would be 

expected for both intra- and inter-molecular lipid contacts, as well as water-lipid contacts 

where the water is closely associated with the lipid and has a lifetime greater than ~ 1 to 

10 ns. An example of these positive phase water/lipid correlations are seen in the 1H 

NOESY spectrum of SM (supplemental material – Appendix A). Cross-relaxation 

correlations arising from rapid motion in the extreme narrowing limit will have a negative 

phase (positive NOE) as observed for small molecules, including water with short 

association lifetimes (< 1 ns). The latter NOE effects (negative phase) have been 

reported previously in DOPC lipid systems (34), DMPC (supplemental material – 

Appendix A), along with the careful characterization by Gawrisch et al. in a 1H NOESY 

study on 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3 phosphocholine (POPC) where a water/lipid 

lifetime of 100 ps was determined [211].  Cross-peaks that arise from chemical 
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exchange involving water will also have the same phase as the diagonal (positive 

phase), and are not readily distinguished from correlations produced from interactions in 

the spin-diffusion limit. Positive phase water/lipid correlation peaks have been reported 

in the NOESY spectrum of monomethyldioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine and were 

attributed to either water contacts with long lifetimes or to the exchange process.  A 

similar phase argument holds for the 1H-31P and 1H-13C dipolar HETCOR experiments 

presented in this paper, since the magnetization exchange during the mixing period 

occurs via the same mechanism as the NOESY experiment.  

It should be noted that we were unable to detect any negative phase correlations 

involving water in the pure SM or DOPC dipolar HETCOR experiments, or in the 

HETCOR experiments of the SM/DOPC mixture (Figures 6.2 – 6.7). There are a few 

possible reasons for this result. In the 31P (or 13C) detected NOE exchange experiments 

described in this paper the final CP (or INEPT) transfer involves magnetization arising 

from NOE exchange to these specific 1H environments (the Hα, H1, H2 and H3 of SM), 

as well as the magnetization of these environments that did not undergo exchange 

(essentially the diagonal intensity of the NOESY spectrum). This produces a dynamic 

range issue, since the observed NOESY diagonal intensities (positive phase) are 

typically 2 to 3 orders of magnitude larger than the small negative phase H2O/lipid NOE 

correlations. In addition, the other lipid/lipid NOE exchange (positive phase) are also 

commonly an order of magnitude larger than these H2O/lipid NOE effects. This would 

suggest that these small negative phase H2O/lipid NOE are being swamped by the 

larger positive phase correlations in the HETCOR experiments. Another factor that may 

contribute to not observing these negative phase H2O/lipid NOE correlations is the 

diminished resolution in the F1 dimension (128 to 256 points), giving rise to t1 noise. This 

is why in many NOESY analyses the water correlations are extracted from the F2 

dimension where higher spectral resolution is obtained. This is not an option in the 

dipolar HETCOR experiments. The resolution in F1 could also be improved by increasing 

the number of t1 increments, but unfortunately this would prove to be highly time 

extensive for these types of dipolar HETCOR experiments. 

In large biomolecules chemical exchange between water and exchangeable 

protons followed by relay or transfer to non-exchangeable protons is a documented 

phenomena. These exchange cross-peaks will also have a positive phase in both the 1H 

NOESY and dipolar HETCOR spectra, are not readily distinguished from the more direct 

cross-relaxation process, and in many instances may be the dominant process. The 
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strong positive NOESY cross peaks are clearly observed in 2D 1H NOESY MAS NMR of 

SM (see supplemental material – Appendix A), as well as the positive correlations 

observed in the 1H-31P dipolar HETCOR (Figure 6.2) and the 1H-13C dipolar HETCOR 

(Figure 6.6) of SM and SM/DOPC are consistent with an exchange process involving 

the NH and OH protons in the SM backbone. Previous 2H NMR studies of SM have 

measured the OH exchange rate at ~ 600 s-1 (at 45 oC), consistent with these protons 

being in rapid exchange with the inter-lamellar waters. This same study was unable to 

detect the NH exchange arguing that the NH is involved in strong hydrogen bonding. 

Molecular dynamics [198] simulations also indicate that it is primarily the NH group that 

participates in intermolecular hydrogen-bonding with H2O in SM. It should be noted that 

the detection of the H2O correlation in the HETCOR experiments would still requires the 

additional NOE magnetization transfer between the exchanged NH and OH protons to 

the protons involved in the final CP step. It would be a bit surprising if this multi-step 

exchange gave rise to the dramatic buildup in the H2O correlation observed in SM, but 

on the other hand the H2O concentration in these hydrated MLV’s is high. Even if the 

strong water correlations are entirely the result of an exchange process these results 

clearly demonstrate the presence of a strong water interaction at the SM backbone that 

is not detected at the backbone of PC lipids.  

These HETCOR results strongly support the presence of strong H2O interactions 

at the backbone of SM.  The detection of a H2O contact between both SM and DOPC in 

a 50:50 mixture may provide some evidence for the existence of bridging H2O molecules 

in lipid mixtures containing SM.  It will be interesting to use the techniques presented 

here to detect the presence or absence of this water-backbone interaction when 

cholesterol is incorporated in the bilayer and in more complex raft forming lipid mixtures.   

 

6.5 SM Water Contacts Conclusions 
1H/31P dipolar HETCOR and 1H/13C INEPT HETCOR MAS NMR methods are useful for 

the study of intra- and intermolecular contacts in lipid mixtures when a mixing period is 

included in the pulse sequence to monitor 1H-1H NOEs.  A specifically interesting result 

of this work is the detection of a strong interaction between H2O and backbone protons 

in SM that is not observed in PC lipids.  This results from the unique hydrogen-bonding 

properties of the sphingosine backbone of SM.  The lack of water contacts to the acyl 

chain of the lipid supports previous arguments that the water content in the hydrophobic 

core is very low. It is also interesting that a H2O contact is observed in DOPC when it is 
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in a 50:50 mixture with SM.  This provides some evidence that bridging hydrogen-

bonded water molecules are present between lipids in mixtures with SM. The presence 

of these hydrogen bonded H2O species at the backbone is consistent with the low H2O 

permeability in SM. These unique waters may also impact the membrane chemical 

potential and play a unique role in bilayer repulsion and cell fusion, as well as influence 

the targeting of amphiphilic peptides and proteins at the membrane surface. 

It should be possible with future NMR experiments of this type to determine 

whether this unique water contact is indeed present at the NH moiety and if it exists in 

mixtures with cholesterol and in raft forming systems containing SM. The NMR 

experiments with 31P detection have the unique advantage over 1H detected NOESY 

methods in that unique lipids can be resolved in mixtures.  This is not always the case 

with 1H detected NOESY experiments where the 1H resonances of lipids with different 

headgroups are typically not well resolved and thus, only single component lipid 

mixtures are typically studied.   
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Figure 6.1 Pulse sequence for 2D dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR experiment with NOE 
mixing period, τm. 
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A B 

 
 
Figure 6.2 The 2D 1H-31P CP dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR spectrum for SM recorded at 
a sample temperature of 318 K with two different 1H-1H NOE mixing periods; A)  τm = 20 
µs and B) τm = 500 ms. The structure of SM with the nomenclature is depicted above the 
NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.3 The 1H projections from the 2D 1H-31P CP dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR 
spectra for SM (Figure 2) at increasing mixing periods τm. 
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Figure 6.4 The 2D 1H-31P CP dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR spectra for DOPC recorded 
at a sample temperature of 301 K with two different NOE mixing periods; A)  τm = 20 µs 
and B) τm = 500 ms. The structure of DOPC with the nomenclature is depicted above the 
NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.5 The 1H projections from the 2D 1H-31P CP dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR 
spectra for DOPC (Figure 4) at increasing mixing periods τm. 
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Figure 6.6 The 2D 1H-13C INEPT HETCOR MAS NMR spectra for SM with A) τm = 10 µs 
1H-1H NOE mixing period and a B) τm = 50 ms mixing period. The SM 1H/13C 
assignments are shown. The top 13C projection in (B) is the slice along the H2O δ(

1H) = 
+4.8 ppm chemical shift. 
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Figure 6.7 The 2D 1H-31P CP dipolar HETCOR MAS NMR spectra for a 1:1 SM/DOPC 
mixture recorded at a sample temperature of 318 K with two different 1H-1H NOE mixing 

periods; A)  τm = 20 µs and B) τm = 500 ms. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Simulation of Sphingomyelin Bilayers 

 

7.1 Simulation Introduction 

In synthetic lipid mixtures the mixing of distinct domains is quite clear. The 

underlying mechanism is thought to be a microphase separation, which is based on the 

different interactions among the constituent lipids and sterols. The two key phases are 

the liquid ordered and liquid disordered phases. The distinction is primarily that the 

diffusion in the liquid ordered phase is slower than in the disordered phase. While the 

name implies a structural difference, measurement of such a difference has not been 

done. Understanding the interactions between the different lipids as well as within the 

same lipid type is important to understand the connection between the different lipid 

types and the possible domain or phases. The structural differences between 

sphingomyelin and glycerolipids lies in the linkage between the tails and the 

phosphatidylcholine head groups, which are identical in both types. The sphingomyelin 

lipids have a ceramide linkage on one side and a hydroxyl group in the linkage to the 

other tail chain. The glycerolipids have glycerol linkages, which have carbonyl groups. A 

key difference is the hydrogen bond capability of these linkages. Sphingomyelin has 

both acceptor and donor sites, while the glycerolipids only have hydrogen bond 

acceptors. Thus, sphingomyelin can hydrogen bond to itself and to other sphingomyelin 

molecules. 

Many simulations of sphingomyelin containing lipid bilayers have already been 

performed.[127, 159, 173, 198, 212-220] performed simulations of a single 

sphingomyelin lipid in water and found intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Chiu et al. [159] 

did large scale simulations of a sphingomyelin bilayer and found both inter- and intra-

molecular hydrogen bonds in the bilayer. More recent works have studied mixtures of 

sphingomyelin with a glycerolipid and cholesterol [215, 216, 220]. 

In this chapter, we present simulations of sphingomyelin bilayer as a function of 

temperature, since kT defines the basic energy scale of soft matter. Temperature 

dependent studies provide insight into the fundamental interactions. For example, the 

density of water is quite constant in the liquid range in comparison to other liquids such 

as alkanes that do not hydrogen bond. This difference between polar and nonpolar 
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liquids is often not relevant, but in the context of lipid bilayer, which involve amphiphile 

containing polar and nonpolar parts, the competition of such interactions is fundamental 

to their properties. With respect to the difference between sphingomyelin and 

glyerolipids, the importance of hydrogen bond interactions is foremost and knowing their 

effect on structure and physical properties is essential to understand the properties of 

lipid bilayers. 

 

7.2 Simulation Methods 

Atomistic simulations of sphingomyelin (SM) bilayers were performed. We used 

the GROMACS code to perform the simulations {Lindahl, 2001 #100}. The force-field is 

the same as the previous work by Chiu et al.{Chiu, 2003 #96}. Figure 7.1 shows the 

structure of 16:0 SM and the labeling scheme. We will use this labeling scheme in our 

discussion of the simulation results. The starting state was formed using a single 

sphingomyelin conformation which is replicated in a 10x10 lattice to build 100 molecules 

per layer. The z-direction is taken to be perpendicular to the bilayer. Water is added to 

volume outside the lipid molecules. A short energy minimization is applied to remove 

bad contacts. Simulation runs of about 100 ns were performed. Within the initial part of 

the simulation the molecules equilibrate. The initial setup had all the molecules with the 

same orientation. This results in a correlated chain of lipids forming through hydrogen 

bonding. In order to prevent the starting state dependence, initial configuration were 

created with each replicated molecule in the lattice being randomly rotated. A 2 fs time 

step is used. Temperature is controlled by using the Nose-Hoover thermostat. The 

simulations were performed between the range of 320 K to 345 K. Semi-isotropic 

Parrinello-Rahman constant pressure algorithm was used with a pressure of 1 atm, i.e., 

pressure coupling which is isotropic in the x- and y-directions, but different in the z-

direction. The SETTLE algorithm was used to constrain the bond lengths in the water 

molecules. 

 

7.3 Simulation Results 

The area per lipid (A) is a key quantity for characterizing lipid bilayers and 

furthermore plays an important role in domains. If different lipid types have sufficiently 

different A, then the likelihood increases for domain formation and even phase 

separation. In Table 7.1 we list the values of A for the SM lipid bilayers as a function of 
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temperature. The values of A for SM are much smaller than for DPPC or DOPC. At 323 

K, A = 53 Å for the large scale simulations of sphingomyelin. The rise in A for SM as a 

function of temperature is small. Only an increase of 2 Å2 occurs, which is about 4% 

change. 

 

Table 7.1 Simulated area per lipid for SM bilayers as a function of temperature. 

T (K) A (Å2) 

320 46.9 

325 47.9 

330 47.5 

335 48.0 

340 48.4 

345 49.1 

 

We now consider the hydrogen bonding within the lipid bilayer. Previous work of Chiu et 

al. showed strong hydrogen bonding. This includes both intramolecular hydrogen bonds 

within SM lipids and intermolecular hydrogen bonds between lipids or a lipid and water. 

The key H atoms that participate in such hydrogen bonds are H15 and H35. Chiu et al. 

found that H35 forms intramolecular hydrogen bonds, while H15 participates in 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds. We find the same behavior, which is expected given that 

we are using the same force-field. We describe the temperature dependence of the 

hydrogen bonding. The hydrogen bonding is determined from calculations of the radial 

distribution functions (rdfs). In rdfs involving a H atom and an acceptor atom, there is a 

peak near r = 1.7Å, which corresponds to the hydrogen bond. The average number of 

hydrogen bonds per H atom (nHB) is equal to the number of acceptor atoms in the 

hydrogen bond peak. The peak heights have to be large to have one hydrogen bond on 

average, because nHB is the integral of g(r) over the volume of the peak times the 

number density of the acceptor atoms and the volume and density are small numbers. 

The value of nHB  scales with the peak heights for atoms in the lipid head group; thus 

peak height differing by a factor of 100 imply a very large difference in the number of 

hydrogen bonds between the respective pairs under consideration. 

We first consider the radial distribution functions for the H15. There are large 

hydrogen bond peaks in the rdfs with OA34 (Figure 7.2) and O17 (Figure 7.3). The 

peak height for OA34 ranges from 29 to 41 and for O17 ranges from 71 to 84. At T = 345 
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K, nHB = 0.49 for O17 and 0.26 for OA34. Thus, three-quarters of the H15 atoms are 

hydrogen bonded to either O17 or OA34. The other possible acceptor atoms in the head 

group do not form an appreciable number of hydrogen bonds. Figure 7.4 shows the rdf 

for H15 and water oxygens. The largest peak at r = 1.7Å is about 1.1, but with the larger 

water number density, nHB = 0.19 at T = 345 K. Overall, 94% of the H15 atoms are 

hydrogen bonded to either O17, OA34 or OW and 1 or 2% are bonded to other O atoms 

in the head group.   

We now consider the temperature dependence in Figures 7.2 – 7.4. For the 

H15-OA34 there is some T dependence. The peak height grows from the smallest at T = 

320 K to T = 330 K in between. For T ≥ 330 K, the peak heights are the same. The larger 

peaks at higher temperatures are not what would be expected. Low temperatures are 

normally associated with higher order and larger peaks in rdfs, but in this case there is 

more order occurring at higher temperatures. Examination of the T dependence for H15-

OW in Figure 7.4 shows the opposite behavior. The T = 320 K and 325 K have the 

largest peaks. The peaks heights at T = 330 K, 335 K and 340 K are about equal, and T 

= 345 K has the smallest peak height. Thus, there appears to be a shift in the hydrogen 

bond partner as a function of temperature from OA34 to OW, the water O atom. In terms 

of nHB this amounts to a small (~4%) shift. The hydrogen bonding to O17 does not have 

a discernable T dependence. While the peaks are not equal in the plot, the largest peak 

occurs for T = 345K and the second largest is the lowest T = 320K. The smallest peak 

occurs for T = 340K. It appears that the differences indicate the intrinsic uncertainty in 

the data more than a trend in temperature.  

We now consider the other H atom H35 in the sphingomyelin linkage between 

the tails and the head groups. H35 was previously shown to form a substantial number 

of intramolecular hydrogen bonds to the phosphate O atoms. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show 

the rdfs for H35-OA34 and H35-O17, respectively. Unlike for H15, the peaks are small 

indicating few hydrogen bonds. Similarly the peaks for hydrogen bonds with water 

shown in Figure 7.7 is about 10 times smaller than for H15. Figure 7.8 shows the H35-

OS11 rdf which has a substantial hydrogen bond peak. At T = 320 K, nHB = 0.67. The 

peaks for OS7, OM9,  and OM10 are much smaller giving values of nHB = 0.01 to 0.02.  

The temperature dependence of the H35 hydrogen bonding is tiny at most. The 

hydrogen bonding is dominated by the OS11, which has almost no T dependence. Only 

the T = 320 K peak is distinct from the rest.  
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The O atoms in the sphingomyelin head group can hydrogen bond to water 

besides the H15 and H35 atoms within sphingomyelin. Figure 7.9 shows the rdf for 

OA34 and the water hydrogens. The number of H atoms pairing with OA34 varies from 

0.74 per atom at T = 345 K to 0.84 per atom at T = 320 K. This temperature variation 

corresponds to that seen in the H15-OA34 hydrogen bonding. We can now see that the 

increase with temperature in the hydrogen bond peak in Figure 7.2 is due to a switch in 

hydrogen bonding of OA34 to H15 from the water hydrogens and fewer water oxygens 

hydrogen bonding to H15. The other O atoms in the head group do have significant 

hydrogen bonding to water hydrogens, but there is little to no T dependence. Figure 

7.10 shows the O17-HW hydrogen bond peaks which is similar in magnitude to the 

OA34-HW peaks, but the O17 peaks are all the same except for T = 345 K which is a bit 

smaller.  Figure 7.11 shows the OM9-HW rdf. There is no T dependence. The value of 

nHB is 1.00 or half of the possible 2 hydrogen bonds occur and are with water hydrogens. 

As expected by symmetry the data for OM10 is very similar to the OM9 data. The OS7 

hydrogen bonding to water is half that of OM9 and OM10 with nHB = 54. Because of the 

large amount of intramolecular hydrogen bonding to H35, OS11 has only a small amount 

of hydrogen bonding to water; nHB = 0.14, and there is negligible T dependence. 

 

7. 4 Simulation Conclusions 

We explicitly calculated the temperature dependence of the sphingomyelin 

bilayer structure. The simulations of sphingomyelin lipid bilayers show that both 

intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonding occur, and that the most of the 

acceptors and donors are close to fully bonded on average. For the most part, there is 

little temperature dependence of the hydrogen bonding. There is a small exchange of 

hydrogen bonding between the amide hydrogen (H15) to the carbonyl O (OA34) and 

water oxygens. As the temperature increases more hydrogen bonds are formed between 

H15 and OA34 and fewer bonds occur to the water oxygens. Otherwise, in the range of 

temperatures studied, 320-345 K the hydrogen bond network does not significantly 

change. This is consistent with the behavior of pure water whose structure varies little 

with temperature in the liquid regime. The density of water varies much less as a 

function of temperature in comparison to alkane liquids, for example. We find similar 

behavior in the area/lipid in the sphingomyelin bilayers. First, the strong hydrogen 

bonding results in a lower area per lipid in comparison to the glycerolipids, which do not 

form intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Second, the area/lipid does not increase much with 
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temperature. There is only an increase of about 2 Å2 over the temperature range 

studied. 

These results have implications for organization of mixed lipid bilayers. The 

strong hydrogen bonding tendencies of sphingomyelin can be a molecular mechanism 

that leads to domain formation. In a mixture of sphingomyelin and glycerolipids, the 

sphingomyelin lipids will have a smaller area/lipid and a more rigid elastic behavior that 

is constant over a wide range of biologically relevant temperatures. These 

characteristics will also influence the preferential interactions with proteins. The 

interactions of the sphingomyelin head groups with proteins will involve hydrogen 

bonding of the carbonyl and amide H atoms, which does not occur for glycerolipids. The 

sphingolipids form a tighter packed structure and their domains will prefer proteins that 

can accommodate such packing.  



 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Sphingom els of each atom. 
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Figure 7.2 Radial distribution function for H15 and OA34 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.3 Radial distribution function for H15 and O17 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.4 Radial distribution function for H15 and OW for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.5 Radial distribution function for H35 and OA34 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.6 Radial distribution function for H35 and O17 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.7 Radial distribution function for H35 and OW for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.8 Radial distribution function for H35 and OS11 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to intramolecular hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.9 Radial distribution function for HW and OA34 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.10 Radial distribution function for HW and O17 for temperatures shown in 

legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 7.11 Radial distribution function for the water hydrogens HW and OM9 for 

temperatures shown in legend. The peak near r = 0.17 nm corresponds to hydrogen 

bonds. 
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Appendix 1.  1H NOESY of DMPC and SM  - Supplemental Material 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1S: The 2D phase sensitive NOESY for a) DMPC in D2O (νr = 7500 Hz) at 303 K with a 
50 ms and b) 200 ms mixing period, c) SM in D2O (νr = 7500 Hz) at 312 K with a 50 ms and d) 
250 ms mixing period.  The F2 projection shows the corresponding 1D 

1H MAS NMR spectrum, 
while the upper insert is the 1D 1H slice through the water resonance. Note that for DMPC the 
water resonance does not reveal strong positive cross peaks even at longer mixing times, but 
instead reveals small negative NOE cross peaks consistent with the rapid tumbling of the small 
water molecule. Similar results have been reported for POPC. This observation is in contrast to 
the NOESY results for SM mixtures in which the water resonance reveals positive cross peaks to 
lipid resonances for mixing times greater than 50 ms, with numerous positive cross peaks 
observed at the longer (250 ms) mixing times. The appearance of positive cross peaks (same 
phase of the auto correlation peaks) is consistent with tightly bound water or cross peaks arising 
from exchange. See text for additional discussion. These 2D 1H MAS NOESY NMR results are 
consistent with the positive 31P and 13C detected NOESY MAS NMR experiments reported in the 
paper. 
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